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Abstract 

A popular application that runs on a Voice-over-IP network is the Interactive Voice Re-

sponse (IVR), which provides a way for interacting with an end user’s phone via a te-

lephony interface by presenting a set of audible menu options, and collecting the user’s 

Dual Tone Multi-Frequency responses as the user presses the telephone numeric keypad, 

and recording the user’s voice. 

This thesis takes a closer look into IVR systems on an IP-based network, specifi-

cally in networks that support the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for controlling the te-

lephony signalling, and more specifically on IVR systems that have their SIP signalling 

controlled by a SIP Application Server (SIPAS) implementing the SipServlet 1.0 or 1.1 

specifications and where a SIP-based Media Server is used to stream IVR media to the 

end-user. 

We describe existing ways for supporting an IVR development in a SIP network, 

and then we propose an alternative way of accomplishing the same task: the IVRObject. 

With the help of prototypes, the IVRObject is compared with the existing state of the art 

against three criteria: a) how easy it is to develop, b) how portable the development solu-

tion is, c) and how scalable the solution is in order to sustain a high call volume.  

As a conclusion, it will be highlighted that the IVRObject provides an easy 

mechanism for development of IVR-based applications running on a SIPAS, that it is 

portable to different media server vendors, and that it supports a test strategy that can be 

leveraged to improve software development quality and faster development. This makes 

the IVRObject a good alternative especially for enterprise-based IVR applications where 

scalability is less of an issue than in carrier-space applications. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

Voice over IP (VoIP) is becoming more and more common these days as the telephony 

industry is driven by both cost reduction and greater flexibility in handling calls. Even if 

an end user does not have an IP phone, after a call is made and before the final signalling 

reaches the other end, there is a good chance that, via signalling gateways, the call has 

traversed an IP-based network. 

A popular application that runs on a VoIP network is the Interactive Voice Re-

sponse (IVR), which provides a way for interacting with an end user’s phone via a te-

lephony interface by presenting a set of audible menu options, and collecting the user’s 

Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) responses as the user presses the telephone numeric 

keypad, and recording the user’s voice. 

The development of Interactive Voice Response applications on Session Initiation 

Protocol (SIP  [20]) networks leads to several challenges and difficulties including:  

a) complex signalling that has to be handled by the IVR developer;  

b) race conditions that occur due to the asynchronous nature of SIP and where a 

SIP end point can behave at any time as a server or as a client;  

c) different and incompatible protocols for invoking a Media Server (MS) that 

makes the IVR application dependent on a certain MS vendor and not easily 

portable;  

d) having a development testing strategy implemented that targets development 

quality.  

Existing approaches to IVR development are often insufficiently flexible when the above 

concerns need to be addressed. This thesis proposes an innovative alternative for address-

ing such difficulties and points out its strengths and weaknesses. 
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1.2. Research Objective 

This thesis aims to propose a flexible way of providing IVR capabilities to end users via a 

telephony interface where the IVR application is run on a SIP network. This proposal is 

named IVRObject. 

More specifically, IVRObject will target IVR applications that are deployed and 

run on a SIP Application Server (SIPAS) that either implements the SipServlet 1.0 speci-

fication (JSR-116  [15]) or the SipServlet 1.1 specification (JSR-289  [8]), and where a 

SIP-based MS is used to stream IVR media to the end-user. 

IVRObject will balance the existing and sometimes conflicting forces coming into 

play such as flexibility and scalability. Flexibility aspects, such as the ease of develop-

ment of IVR applications and their ability to be run using different media servers, will 

have a higher priority than scalability aspects, which include the ability to have the appli-

cation scale in order to handle a great number of simultaneous calls. 

By achieving this goal, we believe the IVRObject will result in a development al-

ternative that requires a simple signalling and provides a mechanism for developers to 

automate their development via call simulation, and where the developed application is 

more likely portable to different media servers.  

The conflicting force, scalability, will have a lower priority. This trade-off is be-

lieved to make the IVRObject a good alternative for applications that need to be devel-

oped quickly with high quality and that are run on networks that will have a limited num-

bers of users (thousands instead of millions). This will make IVRObject a good match for 

enterprise-based applications, rather than carrier-space and service-provider ones. 

1.3. Thesis Contributions 

The IVRObject approach addresses several of the challenges around the development of 

IVR applications that are run on a SIP-based network and that are deployed and run on a 

SIPAS. This approach: 

• Provides a mechanism that shields the application developer from having to 

know how to communicate with the MS in order to have media streamed to 

the end user. 
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• Provides a simple Application Programming Interface (API) that hides the 

complexity of handling the SIP signalling and the parsing of its messages. 

• Provides a mechanism for the developer to apply an automated testing strat-

egy to improve the development quality. 

• Hides the inner mechanism for achieving a call-back communication from the 

MS to the SIPAS, which allows the call-back mechanism and protocol to be 

changed easily in the future without affecting the application. 

• Provides a mechanism for abstracting the application from dealing with dif-

ferent MS that might support different versions and flavours of VoiceXML 

(VXML), further enhancing its portability. 

• Provides a separation of the application logic from the signalling handling that 

increases the reusability of components and leads to faster application devel-

opment. 

The thesis includes the implementation of the IVRObject approach and the results of a 

comparative experiment based on an auto-attendant case study.   

1.4. Thesis Outline 

The rest of the thesis is divided into seven chapters: 

•  Chapter 2 presents concepts and definitions related to SIP and IVR that will 

initiate the reader to the basic concepts relevant to the thesis.  

•  Chapter 3 presents the evaluation criteria and a use case that will be used for 

evaluating the state of the art as well as the thesis’ proposition. 

•  Chapter 4 presents the state of the art in IVR development, and the outcome of 

the evaluation of two prototypes against the criteria defined in  Chapter 3. 

•  Chapter 5 introduces the new IVRObject approach, together with its concepts, 

architecture, application programming interface, and testing strategy. 

•  Chapter 6 presents the IVRObject prototype and its evaluation against the cri-

teria defined in  Chapter 3. 
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•  Chapter 7 summarizes and further analyses the results collected during proto-

typing, for both of the state-of-the-art approaches and also for the proposed 

thesis’ alternative, but this time from a comparison perspective. 

•  Chapter 8 presents the overall conclusions, contributions and suggested future 

work. 

 

These chapters are meant to be read in sequence. In order to help with the numerous ac-

ronyms used in this thesis, a glossary is provided on page ix. 
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Chapter 2. Background 

This chapter reviews the concepts related to the thesis’ proposition, in order to ground the 

reader on the relevant background around this work. 

2.1. Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 

An IVR application (or simply IVR) can serve multiple purposes such as accessing a 

banking system, accessing voice mail, or reaching an auto-attendant extension.  

The end user interacts with the IVR via a telephony interface, that is: using the 

telephone device (either mobile, softphone or landline) to hear the instructions of the IVR 

and the phone’s numeric keypad to respond to the IVR. For example:  

- system: “please enter you account number” 

- user: <enters the required numeric info via the phone key pad> 

- system: “now, please enter your access code” 

- user: <enters the required numeric info via the phone key pad> 

- system: accesses the user records 

- system: “your total balance is $100.56, please press 1 for….” 

 

The popularity of IVR is mostly due to the fact that anybody can use it from any type of 

phone, providing a universal access that does make any distinction on the type of device 

the user has.  

2.2. SIP Related Background 

2.2.1 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 

SIP is now the de-facto standard for Voice over IP (VoIP) networks. It is a layer-7 (appli-

cation layer) protocol. 
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During this work we will mainly use the basic SIP as defined in its original RFC 

3261  [20] that is responsible for the establishment of connections between two end 

points, but also the SIP INFO extension (detailed in RFC-2976  [9]) as a mechanism for 

communication between a SIP application server (SIPAS) and a media server (MS), 

which is needed by one of the state-of-the-art alternatives for supporting IVR control. 

In a nutshell, SIP is used for establishing/initiating a session (the talking path) be-

tween two end points. It is important to note that the actual streaming of the audio be-

tween the SIP end points is outside of the SIP messaging scope and is actually done via 

other protocols such as the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP  [24]), according to the 

terms agreed by both end points on the media options exchanged via SIP. 

The following call flow illustrates the basic SIP usage for connecting two generic 

SIP end points, also known as SIP User Agents (SIPUA), as per RFC-3261  [20]. 

 

 

Figure 1 Basic SIP Call 

 

 Table 1 clarifies the meaning of the signals exchanged between the above two SIPUA.  
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Table 1 Basic SIP Call – Message Details 

SIP Message Details  

1-INVITE The Caller UA (SIPUA1) takes the initiative to connect to the Callee 
UA (SIPUA2). It sends an INVITE SIP message for this, and along 
the INVITE it carries a payload of its media options (SIPUA1-SDP) 
described via the Session Description Protocol (SDP  [13]). In other 
words, SIPUA1 contacts SIPUA2 and passes SIPUA2 the 
means/options describing how the talking path can be established. 

2-RING The Callee UA starts ringing, and lets the Caller UA know about it. 
Upon receiving the RING, the Caller UA would typically play back a 
ring tone to let the caller (the person) know the Callee UA is ringing. 

3-OK This means the callee has answered the call (picked up the phone). 
Along with this SIP message, the media options for the Callee UA 
(SIPUA2-SDP) are passed to the Caller UA. 

4-ACK Caller UA acknowledges the media options exchange and the talking 
path is established.  

5-BYE The message sent by the endpoint that decides to terminate the call 
(the Callee UA in this case). 

6-OK The acceptance of the BYE. At this point the RTP (the talking path) is 
torn down. 

 

2.2.2 SIP Message Structure  

A SIP message is composed of 5 parts:  

• The “Request URI” identifies where the message should be sent to, the SIP 

message type, and the protocol version used. 

• The “System Headers”, automatically added and maintained by the SIPAS 

runtime environment. The application has no control over them – their pur-

pose is to maintain the call state and call route. 

• The “Mandatory Custom Headers” that are application-specific values, but 

that need to be specified. 

• The “Optional Custom Headers”, which are application-specific values that 

the application is free to define for its own needs. 

• The “Body”, which is the payload of the message. It is optional but when 

specified it typically carries the SDP with the media options. During this 
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study, we will also see INFO messages carrying XML payload to instruct the 

media server to execute specific IVR commands. 

  

This structure is illustrated with the following INVITE message bellow: 

Table 2 SIP Message Structure 

Part SIP Message 

Request URI INVITE sip:AA-IVR@sipas.com SIP/2.0 
System Headers Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 1.1.1.1;branch=z9hG4bKac1888903573 

Call-ID: 1888891551262008195637@1.1.1.1 
CSeq: 1 INVITE 
Contact: <sip:caller@1.1.1.1> 
Content-Length: 125 

Mandatory Cus-
tom Headers 

From: <sip:caller@test.com>;tag=1c1888892482 
To: <sip:AA-IVR@sipas.com> 
Content-Type: application/sdp 

Optional Custom 
Headers 

MyHeader: MyValue 

Body (carrying 
the SDP media 
options in this 
case) 

v=0 
o=caller 1888866924 1888866604 IN IP4 1.1.1.1 
s=Phone-Call 
c=IN IP4 1.1.1.1 
t=0 0 
m=audio 6010 RTP 18 8 0 4 2 96 
a=rtpmap:18 G729/8000 
a=fmtp:18 annexb=no 
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000 
a=sendrecv 
a=rtcp:6011 IN IP4 1.1.1.1 

 

2.2.3 SIP User Agent (SIPUA) 

A SIP User Agent is an endpoint that can make use of SIP to establish a talking path 

(RTP session). 

A SIPUA is hence an entity that is not limited to a SIP-enabled phone, as it can 

also be the SIP element of a SIP gateway, of a SIP firewall, of a SIP-enabled MS, or of a 

SIPAS. That is, the call flow illustrated in  Figure 1 could well be an interaction between a 

SIPAS and a MS; it would look exactly the same. 
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2.2.4 SIP Enabled Media Server (MS) 

As explained before in section  2.2.1, the actual audio streaming flows via the RTP ses-

sion. Therefore, the MS is the entity that interacts directly with the end-user SIPUA in 

order to play prompts, collect digits and record the audio stream.  

Although the RTP flows directly from MS to an end-user SIPUA, the SIP signal-

ling does not, and the SIPAS will act as a middle-man to insulate one from the other from 

a SIP perspective. 

The MS types we will be looking into are the SIP-aware ones, that is, the ones 

that expect SIP to be used as a protocol to establish the RTP session as well as to carry 

the triggers for telling the MS what needs to be streamed to the SIPUA on the other end 

of the RTP session. 

2.2.5 SIP Application Server (SIPAS) 

A SIPAS is to VoIP applications what an HTTP  [11] application server is to Web appli-

cations. It is a container where different applications can be deployed at the same time, 

and that container takes care of handling the multiple threads needed by the different ap-

plications, of isolating the memory space so applications do not interfere with each other, 

of creating the sockets to send the signals out, and of handling transport-related aspects 

on the application behalf to ease the development.  

The SIPAS is an implementation of the JSR-116 specification  [15], and more re-

cently its updated JSR-289 version  [8], that defines the container role and the SIP Servlet 

API. 

SIPAS works as an orchestrator for the SIP signalling needed by a specific appli-

cation. SIPAS does not terminate the media, meaning no RTP will flow from/to the 

SIPAS. In our case, SIPAS will make use of common signalling patterns in the SIP world 

such as the B2BUA (section  2.2.7), and the 3PCC  [21] (section  2.2.8) in order to ex-

change the media options from the end-user SIPUA and the MS so they can “talk” to 

each other while insulating these end points from direct SIP signalling. This signalling 

insulation is important as the MS often has very specific needs for the SIP signalling (as 

will be further detailed during our analysis of the state of art) and the user SIPUA is often 

just a standard SIPUA that would not know how to talk via SIP to the MS otherwise. 
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2.2.6 SIP Servlet 

The SIP Servlet is defined in the JSR-116 specification  [15] and more recently its up-

dated JSR-289 version  [8]. 

A SIP Servlet is to a SIPAS what a HTTP Servlet is to a Web application server. 

It provides an API for an application developer to create SIP-aware applications that will 

run on a SIPAS. It has methods to create a request, create a response, manipulate headers 

and payload, and get notified when a new request or response arrives in order to embed 

specific business logic to achieve a specific signalling. 

The fundamental difference between SIP and HTTP is that SIP is asynchronous 

and also bi-directional. That is, while in HTTP there is the concept of a client that issues 

the request and a Web server that sends the response, in the SIP world any of the SIPUA 

can be a client or a server. For example, in  Figure 1, the Caller is acting as a client when 

sending the INVITE request, but it is the Callee that is acting as a client when sending the 

BYE (it is then bi-directional). Also, when the Caller issues the INVITE request, the OK 

response does not come in the same thread, it will come later at some point when the 

callee answers (it is then asynchronous). 

These are fundamental differences that in fact make the SIP Servlet development 

quite difficult to manage as race conditions often occur. 

2.2.7 Back-To-Back User Agent (B2BUA) 

B2BUA is a signalling pattern in the SIP world. It is implemented in a SIPAS via the 

SipServlet API.  

An application, coded as a B2BUA is positioned in between two SIPUA with the 

intent of preventing them from having direct signalling exchange. This might be done for 

different reasons, such as having the application staying on the path for billing purposes 

(as it will know when a call has started and ended), for applying specific business logic 

during the call, but more specific to our study as a way for the SIPAS to establish the 

“talking path” (RTP session) between the end-user SIPUA and the MS at the same time 

as insulating the SIPUA from the special signalling that the MS requires to achieve a cer-

tain IVR functionality such as play a prompt, collect a user input that was entered via the 

end-user telephone keypad, and record the end-user’s voice. 
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The following diagram shows a basic B2BUA call flow. 

 

Figure 2 B2BUA Basic Call Flow 

 

As illustrated in  Figure 2, a B2BUA involves a Caller SIPUA triggering the signalling 

and a callee SIPUA being dialled out. From this flow, we see that the messages sent from 

one SIPUA do not propagate directly to the other side; they are first intercepted by the 

SipServlet running as a B2BUA.  

Note that the media options (SDP) sent by the caller are propagated to the callee 

when the callee is dialled out (message “1.1” - INVITE in  Figure 2), and the callee sends 

its SDP when it answers the call (message “3” - OK in  Figure 2) which is propagated to 

the caller (message “3.1” - OK in  Figure 2). 

Although in this basic example the SIPAS is simply mirroring the signalling to 

the other side, this is not necessarily always the case, and we will actually see a non-

mirroring (non-symmetric) B2BUA signalling when we soon analyse the state of the art 

in section  4.1, where the SIPAS will be positioned between the caller and the MS, but 
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specific SIP INFO signalling will be exchanged between the SIPAS and the MS only in 

order to provide the caller with an IVR. 

2.2.8 Third-Party Call Controller (3PCC) 

3PCC is also a SIPAS signalling pattern, similar to B2BUA. However, instead of having 

one of the SIPUA being a caller, a 3PCC exchanges the media options of two SIPUA act-

ing as a callee. In our specific study, this is important if we want to dial out a number and 

place it in an IVR. 

 Figure 3 shows a basic 3PCC call flow. Note the different way of exchanging the 

media options on a 3PCC scenario, where the CalleeA is initially invited with no media 

options, but as soon as it answers, its media options are directed to CalleeB via the 

INVITE message, and once the CalleeB answers its media options are sent to the CalleeA 

along with the ACK message (message “5” - ACK in  Figure 3). 

From an IVR perspective, the automata SIPUA (the UA that answers automati-

cally) would be the second one to be invited. That is, CalleeA would be an end-user 

phone, and CalleeB would be a media server (the automata one). 
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Figure 3 3PCC Basic Call Flow 

2.3. Minimum Common Denominator (MCD) SIPUA  

A SIPUA acting either as a caller or callee and interacting with the SIPAS has the re-

quirement of supporting only the basic SIP RFC-3261  [20] and of being able to send 

Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) via the established RTP session. 

In other words, in order for a phone to be able to interact with the IVR, it is only 

expected from a phone to support what we will be calling here as the minimum common 
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denominator (MCD) of the possible features a phone can have. Therefore, a phone only 

needs to be able to: dial (via SIP), ring (via SIP), connect (via SIP), talk (via RTP), send 

DTMF (via RTP), and disconnect (via SIP). So, if a phone has extra features such as con-

ferencing, call transfer, 3-way calling, call display, voice-mail, or has a super color dis-

play that can make use of SIP UPDATE  [19] messages to retrieve emails and check user 

presence information, then this is all irrelevant for the purpose of this study. 

The idea behind the MCD approach is to be able to support the greatest number of 

phones. Imagine an IVR from a bank; can it require that only phones that have special 

features A and B are able to access its system? Obviously, the bank IVR has to support 

and expect nothing more than the "MCD" phones, even if A and B are defined by stan-

dard bodies.  

It is not the intent of this study to limit or support any specific SIPUA device or 

vendor (on the contrary: portability is a key objective for this study). So the caller should 

be able to reach the SIPAS from a phone attached to a terminal adaptor (TA  [25]) of any 

vendor, from a landline of any Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) provider, or 

from a cell phone of any provider, regardless of whether the signalling crosses a SIP-

PSTN gateway or a Session Border Controller (SBC), again or any vendor.  

The next section provides an architectural view of the possible supported IVR us-

ers. 

2.4. Big Picture – Supported Users  

 Figure 4 provides an overview of the possible paths and devices a user can utilize to in-

teract with the IVR. There are some points to note in that figure: 

• The arrows show the signalling, not the RTP session; the RTP will flow di-

rectly between the SIPUA and the MS. 

• SIPAS is the orchestrator; all the SIP signalling goes to it, and it decides 

where to route signals according to its application business logic. 

• Phones can be of different types (including non-SIP ones), but at some point 

along the network the signalling will be converted to SIP (via some sort of 

gateway) so SIPAS can handle it. 
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• The MCD is all that is expected from the end-user’s phone. 
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Figure 4 Big Picture 

2.5. IVR with SIP Signalling Controlled by a SIPAS  

As illustrated in  Figure 4, there are typically three components required for an application 

hosted in a SIPAS to provide IVR capabilities to an end-user SIPUA: 

• The SIPAS itself, where the application logic (composed of business logic and 

signalling handling) is deployed. 

• The MS, where the IVR commands are interpreted, executed and the appro-

priate prompts are played, DTMF is collected, and audio is recorded. 
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• The Web Server (WS) that is used as a repository of prompts (this usage will 

be further explored when we take a closer look at one of the state-of-the-art al-

ternatives in section  4.1) and/or as a repository of the Web pages that will 

generate the VoiceXML interactions (this usage will be further explored in 

section  4.2 once we further detail a second state-of-the-art alternative).  

 

SIPAS will then be the orchestrator of the SIP signalling, so the required IVR sequence is 

directed to the end-user SIPUA. The application running on the SIPAS will make use of 

the B2BUA (section  2.2.7) and/or 3PCC (section  2.2.8) signalling patterns to facilitate 

the establishment of the RTP session between the MS and the end-user SIPUA, and hide 

the signalling from each other. 

2.6. Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, we had the opportunity to review several concepts, protocols, and network 

elements with the intent to ground the reader on the important areas around this study and 

to facilitate the understanding of the sections to come. 

We reviewed the main protocol we will be using, namely SIP. We identified the 

role of a SIPAS and how an IVR application is developed using the SipServlet API. We 

also discussed two signalling patterns (B2BUA and 3PCC) that are commonly used in 

SIPAS applications to connect an end-user SIPUA with a SIP-enabled MS. We also noted 

that he MS is the network element that ultimately ends the media path established directly 

to the end-user phone, as the talking path (the RTP session) flows directly between the 

SIP endpoints and does not traverse the SIPAS.   

The next section will define a set of evaluation criteria and a use case that will be 

referenced throughout the thesis. The use case will later be prototyped for two popular 

approaches, as well as for this thesis’ proposed alternative (IVRObject). The evaluation 

criteria will then help us analyse these three approaches based on a common ground of 

comparison, which in turn will ease the drawing of relevant conclusions. 
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Chapter 3. Evaluation Criteria and Use Case 

This chapter defines a set of evaluation criteria (section  3.1) and a use case (section  3.2) 

that will be used first against the current state of the art in  Chapter 4 and then against our 

proposed alternative in  Chapter 5. 

This will provide a common ground for comparing the different approaches that 

target the provisioning of IVR capabilities to an end-user SIPUA (caller or callee) that 

has its SIP signalling controlled by an application running in a SIPAS, and have the me-

dia streamed by a SIP-enabled MS. 

“IVR capabilities” means to provide a way for: a) playing a prompt to the end-

user telephone, b) collecting DTMF input from the end-user via the telephone keypad, 

and c) recording the end-user audio/voice spoken via the telephone to a file, or a combi-

nation of the above. 

3.1. Evaluation Criteria 

The different approaches will be evaluated against 3 criteria: a) how easy it is to develop 

an IVR application, b) how easy it is to port it to run in different MS vendors, and c) how 

much network bandwidth impact the solution has for its signalling in comparison to the 

total load during the IVR call. 

In order to help the comparison of the different alternatives, the following scoring 

scheme is defined: 

• 1: one point means a low mark during the evaluation as it is considered poor, 

insufficient, complicated, or slow.  

• 2: two points means a neutral mark during the evaluation as it is consider ac-

ceptable. 

• 3: three points means a high mark during the evaluation for its positive nature. 

 

Next, each of the three criteria is detailed and the point system applicability defined.  
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Criterion-1) Ease of Development  

The different IVR implementation alternatives will be analysed from five different 

perspectives in order to understand how easy it is to develop them: 

 

Simplicity of IVR Command Request Generation and Response Parsing  

This will help evaluate the effort, from a developer’s perspective, required to pro-

gram an IVR, taking into consideration the parsing and generation of the com-

mands embedded in a SIP message or by other means. 

In section  2.2.2, we saw the structure of a SIP message. The SipServlet API 

provides a mechanism for building and parsing the SIP message, except for the 

body, where it is up to the application to interpret the payload. 

Some of the alternatives we will analyse rely on XML payloads to be gener-

ated and/or parsed by the application (running on SIPAS or in the WS), and the 

following point scheme will be applied during the evaluation: 

• 1 point: if parsing and generation of SIP and of its XML payloads are required 

for IVR commands. 

• 2 points: if only the generation of XML is needed, but no SIP handling is 

needed. 

• 3 points: if handling parsing and generation of SIP and XML are not required 

at all from the application perspective. 

 

Signalling Simplicity 

This will evaluate the quantity of signalling needed from the SIPAS to the MS in 

order to provide the IVR. 

Some of the biggest challenges in stabilizing an application (i.e. getting rid of 

bugs) hosted in SIPAS are the so-called corner cases. Corner cases are common 

in SIP-based applications due to the bidirectional and asynchronous nature of the 

SIP messages highlighted in section  2.2.6, which causes messages to come from 

any SIP endpoint at any time. Messages can also cross each other, which makes 
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the number of possible combinations of states and transitions to be handled quite 

challenging for a developer. 

The alternative that requires the fewest messages is then the preferred choice. 

The following points scheme will be applied during the evaluation: 

• 1 point: if INFO messages are required for instructing the MS what IVR 

commands to execute, causing a high and granular SIP traffic. 

• 2 points: if SIP is only used for call setup, but non-SIP means are required to 

provide partial IVR update results back to the SIPAS. 

• 3 points: if SIP is only used for call setup, and non-SIP messages are only 

used once at the end of the IVR interaction to report the result as a whole. 

 

Ease of SIP Unit Testing 

This will evaluate the effort needed by a developer to run call simulations for 

functional tests.  

SIP unit testing is a common practice for exercising funtional tests and 

validating the health of a SIP application during its development. SIP-based 

applications can benefit from tools like SipUnit  [16] to facilitate this testing-

oriented development approach, where the end-user SIPUAs that directly interact 

with SIPAS are substituted for mock ones. In other words, instead of having a real 

caller SIPUA, a real callee SIPUA, and a real media server, and then conduct 

manual tests, the idea behind SIP unit testing for SIPAS-based applications is to 

substitute these elements for a mock-Caller-UA, a mock-Callee-UA and a mock-

MediaServer. These mock elements are fully functional SIP stacks that are 

controlled via an API and orchestrated via the different test cases to accomplish 

the different test scenarios and indirectly test the application deployed in the 

SIPAS (in a black-box testing fashion). 

Being able to conduct SIP unit testing during the development is a key strat-

egy that improves development quality and efficiency, allowing developers to 

handle the interesting call scenarios, to constantly run regression tests to check the 

application, and to quickly address side-effect bugs that could otherwise be left 

unnoticed. Such approach also simplifies the overall application maintenance.  
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The alternative that requires the least effort to make SIP unit testing possible 

would be the preferred choice. The following points scheme will be applied dur-

ing the evaluation: 

• 1 point: if the effort needed to be able to conduct unit testing is so high and 

requires so much development investment in making it possible that it is usu-

ally avoided all together. 

• 2 points: if unit testing is possible, but not easily achievable and requires a 

combination of SIP and HTTP simulation to mock the user behaviour. 

• 3 points: if unit testing is possible and simple. 

 

Central Development 

This will evaluate whether development is needed only in SIPAS, i.e. in a single 

(central) place, or in two different entities (in the WS and in SIPAS). Central de-

velopment is preferable as this requires expertise from developers in just one area 

this requires fewer integration points, which often increase development time. 

The alternative that allows central development would be the preferred choice. 

The following points scheme will be applied during the evaluation: 

• 1 point: if the application logic is split, and central development of signalling 

and business logic is not possible. 

• 2 points: not applicable, as either an alternative will allow central develop-

ment or not. 

• 3 points: if central development is possible. 

 

Call-back Mechanism 

This will evaluate the existence of a communication mechanism between the MS 

and the SIPAS for reporting IVR results (example: prompt played, DTMF col-

lected, and prompt recorded).  

Once an IVR asks the user to enter an extension number, for example, this cri-

terion will help measure how easy this information can get to SIPAS so it can act 

on it according to the application business logic hosted in SIPAS. 
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The alternative that has a built-in call-back mechanism would be the preferred 

choice as this would prevent the developers from having to create their own 

mechanisms. The following points scheme will be applied during the evaluation: 

• 1 point: if the alternative does not have a call-back mechanism and the appli-

cation developer has to create/define one. 

• 2 points: not applicable, as either an alternative will have a built-in call-back 

mechanism or not. 

• 3 points: if a call-back mechanism is part of the alternative and the application 

developer can simply use it. 

Criterion-2) Portability 

This criterion will evaluate how easy it is to port an application to a different media 

server. 

It is desirable that once an application is coded, it can be run on a different media 

server vendor without requiring the application to be rewritten.  

During this study, we will see some alternatives that are more portable than oth-

ers. Some might use proprietary means (or rely on a standard adopted only by few) to 

achieve the IVR capabilities while others rely on mechanisms defined by standards bod-

ies and more widely accepted by different MS vendors. 

The following point scheme will be applied during the evaluation: 

• 1 point: if the alternative is not easily portable as it relies on a mechanism that 

is MS vendor dependant. 

• 2 points: if this alternative relies on a mechanism defined by a standards body, 

and is well accepted, but has possible portability issues due to versions / fla-

vours of the defined standard. 

• 3 points: if this alternative relies on a mechanism defined by a standards body, 

is well accepted, and also abstracts the version / flavour issues from the appli-

cation developer. 
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Criterion-3) Signalling Load 

This will evaluate the network bandwidth impact for the signalling needed while using 

each of the approaches in comparison to the total load during the IVR call, including the 

network bandwidth required for the streaming of the RTP packets. 

It is desirable that an application requires a low network load for its signalling in 

order to have its different parts (SIPAS, MS, and WS) communicate. A heavyweight ap-

plication will have difficulties to run under load and be able to adequately cope with a 

high call volume environment. 

This evaluation is different from the others as the goal here is to quantify the load 

capacity of the various alternatives, to enable comparisons once they are all known. 

A different scoring scheme will be defined here. For each prototype to be devel-

oped from each approach being analysed in this study, a call will be run according to the 

use case detailed in section  3.2. For each alternative, we will capture, using the Wireshark 

network traffic analyser  [7], the number of bytes needed to run a single call from a sig-

nalling perspective and from an RTP perspective. 

The RTP load is dependent on the codec that gets exchanged between the parties, 

in our case, on the codec exchanged between the caller and the media server for the 

streaming of the IVR. Two popular codecs are the G.711 and the G.723.1, and they re-

quire 87.2 kilobits per second (Kbps) and 21.9 Kbps, respectively (see  [6] for details). 

For our evaluation we will consider the average bandwidth for these two codecs, 

and consider an IVR call duration of 25 secs, i.e. ((87.2 Kbps + 21.9 Kbps) /2 ) * 25 s. 

This amounts to 1,363.7 kilobits (Kb), which is equivalent to 174,560 bytes (1024 * 

1363.7 b / (8 b/byte)) for a single call of 25 secs. Let IVRRTPLoad be a constant for this 

value (174,560 bytes). 

For our evaluation we will capture the number of bytes required for the IVR sig-

nalling control (the IVRSignallingLoad) and apply the following formula: 

 

SignallingLoad = 100% * (IVRSignallingLoad / (IVRRTPLoad + IVRSignallingLoad)) 

 

The score will hence be the SignallingLoad value. Note that this score works in 

the opposite direction from the others: the lower the percentage number, the better it is.  
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3.2. Use Case 

The following Auto-Attendant use case will be prototyped for the current state-of-the-art 

approaches (sections  4.1 and  4.2) and the thesis proposed approach ( Chapter 5). These 

prototypes will be compared under the evaluation criteria defined in section  3.1.  

 

Once The Application gets 
the confirmation that the 

welcome.wav was played, it 
decides to play a prompt 

requesting the caller to enter 
an extension 

(“enterExtesion.wav”) and to 
collect the extension from the 

Caller

Incoming Call

The Application
decides to play a 

“welcome.wav” to the 
caller.

“Welcome to Some 
Company”

“please enter the 4 digit 
extension or press zero 

for assistance”

Caller enters dtmf 
digits via the phone 

numeric keypad

Once The Application gets 
the confirmation the prompt 
was played and what digits 

were entered by the caller, it 
will now contact the extension 
and bridge the Caller and the 

Callee together.

Contact Callee 
extesion and 

bridge with Caller

 

Figure 5 Auto-Attendant Flow Chart 

 

This scenario represents a popular auto-attendant use case where the following steps are 

involved: 

• An end-user dials in and reaches SIPAS. 

• SIPAS is running a previously installed auto-attendant application. 
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• The auto-attendant application orchestrates the SIP signalling in order to con-

nect the calling end-user SIPUA to the MS by making usage of a B2BUA (as 

described on section  2.2.7). This signalling pattern will allow a talking path 

(RTP session) to be established directly between the end-user and the MS, 

while keeping SIPAS in between them from a SIP signalling perspective, 

which  prevents the end-user and the MS from having to know how to directly 

communicate via SIP.  

• The auto-attendant plays a welcome prompt – the actual streaming of the au-

dio is done by the MS directly to the end-user. 

• The auto-attendant requests the end-user to enter the extension number – 

again, the actual streaming of the audio is done by the MS. 

• The auto-attendant captures the DTMF input entered by the end-user via its 

telephone keypad – the actual capturing of the digits is done by the MS. 

• MS lets the SIPAS know of the collected DTMF, representing the callee num-

ber to be dialled out. 

• The auto-attendant disconnects the MS, as it is no longer needed – the IVR 

part of the call is over. 

• The auto-attendant application contacts the extension requested by the end-

user and bridges (via SIP signalling manipulation) the caller to this new callee 

end-user SIPUA so a new talking path can be established between the caller 

and the callee. 

 

This scenario is believed to be ideal for the analysis of the different alternatives detailed 

along this study for several reasons: 

• It is simple, and the call flows to be soon detailed are easy to follow, which 

facilitates the understanding of the ideas and concepts explained in this study.  

• It is a well-known scenario, which also facilitates the overall understanding 

• It provides the need for call-backs so the SIPAS application can act upon it, in 

this case the call-back carrying the extension entered, so SIPAS can bridge the 

caller to the callee and a new talking path can be established. 
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• It provides a chance to showcase how related IVR commands can be bundled 

for sequenced operations that do not require business logic between them, 

such as play prompt and collect DTMF, which will illustrate a key difference 

among the alternatives where some of them are capable of taking advantage of 

this and have the signalling optimized. 

• It provides a chance to exercise all of the evaluation criteria defined in section 

 3.1, enabling us to compare the different alternatives, measure them accord-

ingly, and draw the conclusions required for this study. 

3.3. Chapter Summary 

This chapter has defined a set of evaluation criteria (section  3.1) that will be used to 

compare different approaches for developing IVR applications. This set is composed of 3 

categories: 

• Criterion-1) Ease of Development  

• Criterion-2) Portability  

• Criterion-3) Signalling Load 

 

Criterion-1 is itself analysed from 5 different perspectives: 

• Simplicity of IVR Command Request Generation and Response Parsing  

• Signalling Simplicity  

• Ease of SIP Unit Testing  

• Central Development 

• Call-back Mechanism 

 

All the different alternatives will be prototyped by implementing the Auto-Attendant use 

case defined in section  3.2. This will allow us to provide a common measurement for the 

different alternatives, to compare them, and to draw conclusions. 

The next chapter will analyse two state-of-the-art alternative approaches, one us-

ing M*ML, and the other VoiceXML. 
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Chapter 4. State of the Art in IVR Development 

This chapter describes and evaluates two popular approaches for providing IVR capabili-

ties to an end-user SIPUA (caller or callee) that has its SIP signalling controlled by an 

application running in a SIP application server, using a SIP-enabled media server. 

Section  4.1 details the M*ML approach whereas section  4.2 details the 

VoiceXML one. 

4.1. Using M*ML-Enabled MS 

This section describes the usage of M*ML as a way for SIPAS to instruct the MS about 

what IVR commands should be directed to the end-user SIPUA (caller or callee). By 

M*ML, we mean to cover the following approaches: 

• The Dialogic media server (and compatible servers) with the Media Server 

Control Markup Language (MSCML)  [10].  

• The Radisys media server (and compatible servers) with the Media Server 

Markup Language (MSML)  [23] combined to the Media Objects Markup Lan-

guage (MOML)  [22]. 

The term M*ML is being used to generalize the above aproaches, as from an evaluation 

perspective both will be treated as a single type due to their almost identical SIP 

signalling, and the way they carry some sort of MS control XML (Extensible Markup 

Language) payload.  

Burger  [4] comments on the similarities of the protocols behind M*ML: 

“Interestingly, MSML and MSCML exchange the same number of messages to do the 

same task”. Burger also clarifies the difference between them, which relies on the 

particular way each protocol preserves the SIP semantics  [4]: 

• “MSCML uses the SIP Requires and Content-Type headers to ensure   

interoperability and preservation of SIP semantics. MSCML correlates the 

commands received on the dialog with the dialog’s media streams.” 
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• “MSML relies on a private (non-Internet) agreement between the    

Application Server and Media Server to know the context of the INFO    

messages. MSML tunnels SDP-layer information over the established    

dialog; in the case of media processing, it uses a secondary markup, MOML.  

MOML is a device control protocol”. 

  

The difference mentioned is related to SIP semantics and considered minor from this 

study’s perspective. M*ML will then be considered simply as some XML scripting 

language that is embeded in the body of SIP messages exchanged between the SIPAS and 

the MS. These XML messages provide a way of defining a protocol within the SIP 

protocol to achieve the required IVR capabilites. SIP INFO messages and the 200-OK 

(for the INFO message) are used to carry this XML payload. 

For this alternative, the Web Server (WS) is used only as a prompt repository (and 

for some installations it can also be substituted for a file server). 

4.1.1 Deployment View 

 Figure 6 shows the deployment view for the network elements and for the modules that 

make part of a custom application (the Application) in a typcial solution involving the 

usage of  a M*ML-enabled MS and SIPAS. 
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Figure 6 M*ML Alternative - Deployment View 

 

Note in  Figure 6 that the application logic is centralized in SIPAS. 

4.1.2 Use Case Call Flow 

 Figure 7 details the SIP signalling required in order to implement the use case defined in 

section  3.2 using M*ML. 
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Figure 7 IVR to Caller using M*ML with SIP INFO Call-back 

 

One important aspect to note is that the minimum common denominator (MCD concept, 

see section  2.3) is in place here for the Caller: it is a simple SIPUA, and it is totally un-

aware of the complex SIP signalling being used to reach the MS via the SIPAS. This can 
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easily be seen by looking at the messages that are exchanged between Caller and SIPAS 

in  Figure 7. 

4.1.3 Runtime Data 

In order to help understand the peculiarities of this aproach, and to assist with its 

evaluation, runtime data were collected for a prototype developed for the use case 

specified in section  3.2, using M*ML, and sumarized next. For the full SIP signalling 

trace captured during this test, please refer to Appendix A. For an overview of the high-

level signalling, please refer to  Figure 7. 

SIP and HTTP Network Traffic Analysis  
The following diagram shows the network traffic data captured for both SIP and HTTP 

protocols from the MS perspective while running the prototype for this M*ML approach.  

 

Legend: 

- X-axis: time, in seconds 

- Y-axis: traffic, in bytes 

- Blue bar:  

SIP signalling  

- Red bar:  

HTTP signalling 

Figure 8 SIP and HTTP Network Traffic (from MS Perspective) 

 

In order to facilitate the correlation of the messages exchanged between the SIPAS and 

the MS, detailed in  Figure 7, and the network analysis diagram in  Figure 8, the following 

table is provided. 
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Table 3 SIP and HTTP Traffic for M*ML using SIP INFO Call-back 

Point in Time Details  

b1 This is the SIP call set up between SIPAS and the MS, and the INFO 
request for playing the welcome.wav prompt. This corresponds to the 
following steps in  Figure 7: 1.2, 1.2.1, 2, 3.1, 4 and 5 

b2 This is the INFO call-back notification that the welcome.wav prompt 
was played, and the new INFO requests to both play the enterExten-
sion.wav and collect the DTMF from the Caller. This corresponds to 
the following steps in  Figure 7: 7, 8, 9, and 10. 

b3 This is the INFO call-back notification that the enterExtension.wav 
prompt was played, and the new INFO call-back notification for the 
DTMF keys collected from the Caller. This corresponds to the follow-
ing steps in  Figure 7: 12, 13, 14, and 15. 

b4 Termination of MS. This corresponds to steps 16 and 17 in  Figure 7. 
r1 This is the HTTP request to load the welcome.wav. This corresponds 

to step 6 in  Figure 7. 
r2 This is the HTTP request to load the enterExtension.wav. This corre-

sponds to step 11 in  Figure 7. 
 

The following table details the bandwidth usage for SIP and HTTP messages. 

Table 4 SIP and HTTP Bandwidth Usage 

 Total Bytes Number of Messages Avg Bytes/Message 

SIP (i) 10,949 (92.7%) 16 (80%) 684.3 
HTTP (ii) 864 (7.3%) 4 (20%) 216.0 
Total 11,813 20 590.6 

 

(i) Between SIPAS and MS 

(ii) Between MS and WS 

4.1.4 Evaluation 

 Table 5 summarizes the evaluation of the M*ML approach for the 3 criteria: 

Table 5 Evaluation summary for M*ML 

Criteria Score 

Criterion-1) Ease of Development  1.8 (avg) 
Criterion-2) Portability 1 
Criterion-3) Signalling Load 6.3% 
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 Figure 9 shows once again the deployment view, but now highlighting the positive and 

negative aspects around the different elements. The checkmark ( ) indicates a high score 

and the  means a low score for a given aspect being analysed. The numbering indexes 

will be referenced along the remaining part of this section where a  detailed evaluation is 

provided.  
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Figure 9 M*ML Alternative - Deployment View – Evaluation Summary 

 

Next, each of the criteria is analyzed in detail, and given a proper score: 

Criterion-1) Ease of Development    

Simplicity of IVR Command Request Generation and Response Parsing   
Evaluation mark: 1 point (Low). 

The M*ML approach is complex. It is quite powerful (as it supports also non-IVR 

functionalities such as conference control), but overly complex if the only target 

functionality is to provide IVR capabilities. In addition, it makes the application hosted in 

the SIPAS difficult to code as it requires developers to parse/generate the M*ML code 

embeded within the SIP messages. 
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For detailed SIP signalling, and more specifically on the M*ML code used during 

this prototype, please refer to Appendix A, and more specifically to the SIP INFO mes-

sages and to the SIP OK messages that follow each of the SIP INFO messages. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 9 under index number . 

Signalling Simplicity  
Evaluation mark: 1 point (Low). 

The less SIP signalling used, the easier it is to make an application stable (solid / 

with few or no bugs). Yet, this is not easily achievable using M*ML, which relies heavily 

on INFO messages to drive the IVR commands. The M*ML is then a protocol (IVR 

command protocol) within the SIP protocol. As an example: a simple request for playing 

a prompt produces 4 messages (illustrated here in plain English instead of M*ML for 

easier reading): 

a) "play this prompt" (from SIP application server to media server in a INFO 

message), see message 4 in  Figure 7 ;  

b) "yes I will play" (in the 200-OK message, from the media server back to SIP 

application server), see message 5 in  Figure 7;  

c) "prompt has been played" (in a INFO message from the media server to SIP 

application server), see message 7 in  Figure 7;  

d) "thank you" (in the 200-OK message from SIP application server to the media 

server), see message 8 in  Figure 7. 

 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 9 under index number . This index appears 

twice in the diagram; this is simply to highlight that this impacts both the SIP traffic be-

tween the MS and the SIPAS, as well as the module inside the Application that has to 

handle the signalling itself. 

Ease of SIP Unit Testing  
Evaluation mark: 1 point (Low). 

The fact that the MS expects M*ML makes the development of unit tests difficult, 

as a mock-MS would have to implement an M*ML parser to validate the commands sent 

by the SIPAS, and this parser would be specific to each of the M*ML flavours. As a 
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consequence, applications that use M*ML do not often use this testing approach in order 

to exercise functional tests via SIP endpoint simulation, as a high development 

investiment would have to be done just to make it possible. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 9 under index number , where it is 

challenging to mock an M*ML-enabled MS. 

Central Development  
Evaluation mark: 3 points (High). 

The whole application logic is developed and run in the SIPAS only. There is no 

specific development needed in the MS or in the WS.  

This requires less skill sets from developers (as they do not need to develop Web 

pages, for example). This approach also facilitates development as it does not introduce 

integration points between different teams that use different techonologies. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 9 under index number .  

Call-back Mechanism  
Evaluation mark: 3 points (High). 

The M*ML provides direct communication between the SIPAS and MS. Any 

value entered by the IVR user or any other media related event (such as prompt played or 

prompt failed to be played) are detected by the MS and immediately reported back to the 

SIPAS via an INFO message. Please refer to messages 7, 12, 14 in  Figure 7 for the exact 

moment where the SIP INFO messages are used by the MS to call back SIPAS in order to 

notify it of the prompts played and the DTMF digits collected. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 9 under index number ; the call-

back is built in the SIP signalling and part of the M*ML protocol from the start. 

 

Criterion-2) Portability 

Evaluation mark: 1 point (Low). 

As mentioned before, M*ML represents different XML formats, and this 

difference causes portability issues. An application that uses MSCML is written with the 

intent of running on the Dialogic media server (and compatible ones) only, and cannot 

run on a Radisys (and compatible) one, which would require MSML. 
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This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 9 under index number . 

 

Criterion-3) Signalling Load 

Evaluation mark: 6.3%. 

From  Table 4, we can see that the total number of bytes needed to fulfil the use 

case using M*ML was 11,813 bytes, this value represents the IVRSignallingLoad.. 

Applying the formula detailed in section  3.1, this alternative gives us: SignallingLoad =  

100% * (11,813 bytes / (174,560 bytes + 11,813 bytes)) = 6.3%. 

 

4.2. Using VoiceXML-Enabled MS 

This section describes the usage of VoiceXML  [17], or simply VXML, as a way for 

SIPAS to instruct the SIP-enabled MS about what IVR commands should be directed to 

the end-user SIPUA (caller or callee).  

VXML is a standard defined by W3C  [26]. It is an XML-based language that 

describes what IVR commands to execute. Unlike M*ML, VXML is generated by the 

WS and not by SIPAS, but the VXML is also interpreted by the MS. Also, unlike M*ML, 

VXML is a rich language that contains logical operators, decision blocks and variables to 

store temporary values. 

In order to request IVR capabilities, the SIPAS simply sends an INVITE to the 

MS passing in a header (the Request URI) a HTTP URL as a parameter, which points to 

the WS that will generate the VXML page. Once the MS gets the INVITE, it extracts this 

URL and issues the HTTP request to the Web server which then generates the VXML 

code and returns it back to the MS to be interpreted and run. 

VXML pages are generated then by HTTP Servlets much the same way that 

HTML  [18] pages are generated by HTTP Servlets. The difference relies on the fact that 

while HTML pages are parsed by a Web browser, the VXML ones are parsed by a voice 

browser that is embedded in the VXML-enabled MS.   
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4.2.1 Deployment View 

 Figure 10  shows the deployment view for the network elements and for the modules that 

make part of a custom application (the Application) in a typical solution involving the 

usage of a VXML-enabled MS and SIPAS, where the SIPAS is the SIP signalling 

orchestrator. 
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Figure 10 VXML Alternative - Deployment View 

 

Note in  Figure 10 that the application logic is split and has to be deployed and run simul-

taneously from the SIPAS and from the WS. 

Due to the lack of a call-back mechanism, an out of band mechanism has to be de-

fined by the developer in order to provide IVR call-back. In this experiment, RMI is used, 

but any other technology that can be mutually agreed by the WS and SIPAS could be 

used instead. 

The VXML-enabled MS issues HTTP requests to the WS in order to retrieve the 

VXML pages that are generated by the custom application via HttpServlets.  
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4.2.2 Use Case Call Flow 

The following sequence diagram details the SIP and HTTP signalling required to imple-

ment the auto-attendant use case (defined in section  3.2), using VXML generation from a 

WS, and the use of RMI  [14] for call-backs to SIPAS from the WS.  

 

 

Figure 11 IVR to Caller using VXML with RMI Call-back 

Once again, note here the MCD concept (see section  2.3) is in place here for the Caller; 

who is totally unaware of the signalling being used to reach the MS. 
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4.2.3 Runtime Data 

In order to help understand the peculiarities of this aproach, and to assist with its 

evaluation, runtime data were collected for a prototype using VoiceXML and sumarized 

next. For the full SIP signalling trace captured during this test, please refer to Appendix 

B. 

SIP, HTTP and RMI Network Traffic Analysis 
The following diagram shows the network traffic data that was captured for both SIP and 

HTTP protocols from the MS perspective while running the prototype for this VoiceXML 

approach. Only messages in and out of the MS are captured here.  

 

Legend: 

- X-axis: time, in seconds 

- Y-axis: traffic, in bytes 

- Blue bar:  

SIP signalling 

- Red bar:  

HTTP signalling  

- Green bar:  

RMI signalling 

Figure 12 SIP, HTTP and RMI Network Traffic 

 

In order to facilitate the correlation of the SIP messages exchanged between the SIPAS 

and the MS, for the HTTP messages between the MS and WS, and for the RMI messages 

between the WS and the SIPAS, detailed in  Figure 11, and the network analysis diagram 

in  Figure 12, the following table is provided. 
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Table 6 SIP and HTTP Traffic for VoiceXML 

Point in Time Details  

b1 This is the SIP call set up from SIPAS to the MS. This corresponds to 
the following steps in  Figure 11: 1 through 3.1 

b2 Termination of MS. This corresponds to the following steps in  Figure 
11: 8 and 9. 

r1 MS loading of the VXML from the WS that will greet the caller (load-
ing of the autoattendand.jsp) and the prompts needed (welcome.wav, 
and enterExtension.wav). This corresponds to steps 4, 5 and 6 in 
 Figure 11. 

r2 MS invokes the WS Servlet to issue the call-back to SIPAS reporting 
on the data collected from the caller. This corresponds to step 7 in 
 Figure 11. 

g1 WS call-back to SIPAS via RMI. This corresponds to the step 7.1 in 
 Figure 11. 

 

Note that in Step 7.1 of the diagram in  Figure 11 shows the RMI usage to report the col-

lected digits by the MS back to SIPAS. The RMI call-back is issued by the WS via a 

HTTP Servlet.  

 

The following table details the bandwidth usage for SIP, HTTP and RMI messages. 

Table 7 SIP, HTTP and RMI Bandwidth Usage 

 Total Bytes Number of Messages Avg Bytes/Message

SIP (i) 5,073 (37.3%) 7 (43.7%) 724.7 
HTTP (ii) 4,456 (32.7%) 8 (50%) 557.0 
RMI (iii) 4,094 (30.0%) 1 (6.3%) 4,094.0 
Total 13,623 16 851.4 

 

(i) Between SIPAS and MS 

(ii) Between MS and WS 

(iii) Between the WS and SIPAS 

4.2.4 Evaluation 

The following table summarizes the evaluation of the VXML approach for the 3 criteria: 
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Table 8 Evaluation summary for VXML 

Criteria Score 

Criterion-1) Ease of Development  1.8 (avg) 
Criterion-2) Portability 2 
Criterion-3) Signalling Load 7.2% 

 

 Figure 13 shows once again the deployment view, but now highlighting the positive, 

neutral and negative aspects around the different elements. The checkmark ( ) indicates 

a high score, the crossed-circle ( ) suggests a neutral score, and the  means a low score 

for a given aspect being analysed. The numbering indexes will be referenced along the 

remaining part of this section where a detailed evaluation is provided. 
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Figure 13 VXML Alternative - Deployment View – Evaluation Summary 

 

Next, each of the criteria is analyzed in detail, and given a proper score: 

Criterion-1) Ease of Development    

Simplicity of IVR Command Request Generation and Response Parsing   
Evaluation mark: 2 points (Neutral). 
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The business logic development is split in this approach. The SIPAS is still 

responsible for orchestrating the SIP signalling and trigering the IVR, but it is the WS 

that has the logic for driving the IVR. This is possible because VXML is a complex 

language with decision blocks and variables. The MS can also issue a subsequent HTTP 

request in order to generate an updated VXML page and trigger a server side business 

logic during this process. 

Although there is minimum SIP traffic needed between the SIPAS and the MS, 

and although all the IVR commands interpreted by the MS are actually generated in the 

WS, the coding of a VoiceXML application is not an easy task even for experienced 

developers:  

a)  it is not intuitive to combine server side (HTTP Servlet) commands with 

VXML tags;  

b)  there is limited syntax checking as it happens when using an API like Java 

(meaning, if the developer makes a typo, she will not detect it until she tries to 

run the code, which is time consuming);  

c)  if the user tries to run the code and there is a problem, then it becomes 

difficult to trace this problem. Often, messages on the MS logs are difficult to 

trace and this makes it hard to pinpoint the exact problem back to the WS side, 

where the HTTP Servlet was coded; 

d)  samples found on the Internet that could potentially help solve the problem do 

not always work on the specific VXML flavour a developer is targeting as per 

a specific MS requirement. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 13 under index number . 

Signalling Simplicity  
Evaluation mark: 3 points (High). 

Due to the fact that the application logic is split between SIPAS (handling the 

SIP) and the WS (handling the IVR), the application hosted in the SIPAS is not actually 

in control over what specific IVR commands are run, the Web pages hosted in the WS 

are the ones that generate the VXML and are the ones in control of the IVR. This leads to 

a very simple SIP signalling between the SIPAS and the MS (which can be seen from 
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 Figure 11), meaning less SIP corner cases and only one call-back needed at the end of the 

IVR to report the SIPAS of any collected information. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 13 under index number . 

Ease of SIP Unit Testing  
Evaluation mark: 2 points (Neutral). 

Two open source unit testing tools, SipUnit  [16] and HttpUnit  [12], are often 

leveraged here in order to provide the required SIP simulation for exercising the SIPAS 

functionalities, and the HTTP simulation for exercising the WS functionalities and 

therefore simulate end-user IVR interactions.  

Such testing is often not a trivial task as it requires the Web application to be 

coded in specific ways, and both SipUnit and HttpUnit to be coded in a single test case 

for a meaningful end-to-end call simulation. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 13 under index number . 

Central Development  
Evaluation mark: 1 point (Low). 

The application hosted in the SIPAS is responsible only for the SIP signalling and 

for instructing the media server where to get the initial VoiceXML page from. The actual 

logic of the IVR handling (what to play and collect and how to handle the IVR results) is 

coded in the WS. This makes application integration harder as developers are split into 

two expertise domains, it is harder to trace issues due to this split as well, and there is 

also a need for developers to have specialized knowledge in both SIP containers (using 

SipServlets) and Web containers (using HttpServlet or others). 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 13 under index number . Note that 

the index  is shown twice, in the WS and in the SIPAS parts of the developed custom 

application. 

Call-back Mechanism  
Evaluation mark: 1 point (Low). 

There is no call-back mechanism defined in VXML. Although the MS has an 

open SIP dialog with the SIPAS, runs the VXML code, and collects the end-user DTMF 

input, there is no formal way of passing that input back to SIPAS. In other words, the SIP 
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dialog is maintained between the MS and SIPAS, but the IVR logic is in the WS and the 

WS does not have a way of instructing the MS to send in-dialog SIP messages back to 

SIPAS. 

This forces developers to be responsible for coding their own mechanisms to 

accomplish such task. In this protoype, RMI was used as Java is a popular 

implementation language for both Web and SIP application servers. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 13 under index number . Note that 

this index also appears twice, once in the WS to generate the call-back, and once in the 

SIPAS to receive the call-back and trigger the appropriate business logic. 

 

Criterion-2) Portability 

Evaluation mark: 2 points (Neutral). 

Although there are more media servers that are VXML-enabled than M*ML-

enabled ones, and although VXML is a standard language defined by W3C  [26], different 

MS might support different versions of the standard. Also, XML-based languages inherit 

the “X” capability from XML that makes them “eXtensible”. This can be seen as good 

thing for data structures, but its value for a language (such as VoiceXML) is 

questionable. By being extensible, the different media servers are allowed to create 

custom tags, extend the existing ones, or even partially implement a given VXML 

specification. This leads to a proliferation of different (and often proprietary) flavours of 

VXML, which means that a VXML script that is generated by a WS and run on given MS 

cannot be guaranteed to run on a different MS. In a previous paper  [1], we already 

observed that the use of XML-based scripting languages “at times leads to the 

proliferation of additions that break code portability and interoperability (recall what 

happened to HTML)”. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 13 under number index number . 

 

Criterion-3) Signalling Load 

Evaluation mark: 7.2%. 

From  Table 7 we can see that the total number of bytes needed to fulfil the use 

case using VXML was 13,623 bytes, this value represents the IVRSignallingLoad. 
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Applying the formula detailed in section  3.1, this alternative gives us: SignallingLoad =  

100% * (13,623 bytes / (174,560 bytes + 13,623 bytes)) = 7.2%. 

4.3. Chapter Summary 

This chapter described and analysed two state-of-the-art development approaches for IVR 

applications that are to run on a SIPAS and that have the media provided by a SIP-

enabled MS. 

The first approach used MSML or MSCML and was generically named M*ML 

(section  4.1). The SIPAS controls the MS via an embedded protocol (the M*ML) within 

the SIP protocol, via the use of SIP INFO messages. 

The second approach analysed used VXML (section  4.2). The application devel-

opment is split and the call control part is driven by the application deployed in the 

SIPAS, and the IVR part is driven by the WS that generates VXML pages to be inter-

preted by the MS. 

Both state-of-the-art approaches were prototyped and run using the Auto-

Attendant use case (defined in section  3.2). Their output results and the experience ac-

quired during the development were used to assess the approaches against the evaluation 

criteria defined in section  3.1. 

The next chapter will detail the novel IVRObject approach, this thesis proposed 

alternative to simplify IVR application development.  
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Chapter 5. IVRObject – Concept and Definition 

This chapter proposes IVRObject, a novel approach for providing IVR capabilities to an 

end-user SIPUA that has its SIP signalling controlled by an application running in a SIP 

application server and the IVR media streamed by a SIP-enabled media server. A general 

overview of the selected strategy is first presented in section  5.1 followed by implementa-

tion details in sections  5.2 and  5.3. An automated testing approach for IVRObject-based 

applications is then explained in section  5.4. 

5.1. The IVRObject Strategy 

In  Chapter 4, we analyzed two popular approaches for providing IVR capabilities, one 

using M*ML-enabled media servers and the other using VXML-enabled media servers. 

We also evaluated each approach against the criteria defined in section  3.1. 

We can observe so far that VXML shows several benefits over M*ML for the fol-

lowing aspects: 

• Requires a simpler SIP signalling; 

• VXML-enabled MS are more popular, which facilitates portability; 

• As per our evaluation, it is easier to deal with the generation of VXML than 

the generation and parsing of M*ML payloads and the SIP messages used to 

carry them. 

 

We can also observe the following advantages of M*ML over VXML: 

• Has a built-in call-back mechanism; 

• Requires a centralized application development. 

 

The strategy for IVRObject is to take the best features present in each of the two state-of-

the-art approaches and target a solution where: 

• A simple SIP signalling is required; 
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• Portability is facilitated through a dependency on a VXML-based MS; 

• A built-in call-back mechanism is provided to the developer; 

• A centralized application development is required. 

 

Moreover, IVRObject also aims:  

• To increase the portability among different VXML-based MS, by abstracting 

the different versions and flavours from the application development. 

• To define a testing strategy in order to allow the application developer to rely 

on SipUnit  [16] only, and not on HttpUnit  [12], to make the different call 

simulations. 

• The abstraction of the call-back implementation details from the application 

developed. Therefore, if this call-back mechanism or its protocol is changed, 

this will not affect the IVR application developed.  

5.1.1 Deployment and Implementation Strategy Overview 

 Figure 14 shows the deployment view for the network elements and for the modules that 

make part of a custom application (the Application) in a typcial solution involving the 

usage of  the IVRObject. 
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Figure 14 IVRObject - Deployment Strategy Overview 

 

Note in  Figure 14 that, as described in section  2.5 and as shown in  Figure 6 (for the 

M*ML approach) and  Figure 10 (for the VXML approach), the IVRObject also requires 

the same three components in order to have the IVR capabilities provided: the SIPAS, the 

WS and the SIP-enabled MS. 

The following key characteristics for the IVRObject implementation strategy can 

be observed from the  Figure 14: 

• The green boxes represent the custom application that requires specific devel-

opment; note here that the IVRObject requires a centralized development as 

all the green boxes are on the SIPAS side. 

• The yellow boxes are part of the IVRObject framework itself. Think of them 

as libraries or pre-installed components that are available for the developer to 

use. They do not need to be modified and they were previously tested. 
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• The yellow boxes on the WS side communicate directly to the yellow boxes 

on the SIPAS side, suggesting here that there is a built-in call-back mecha-

nism that the developer does not need to be aware of. 

• The IVRObject approach still relies on a VXML-based MS, which improves 

the likelihood for portability to different MS vendors. 

• Also, by relying on a VXML-based MS we will be able to reduce the number 

of SIP messages used to interact with the MS, hence increasing the overall ap-

plication robustness.  

• The VXML code to be interpreted by the MS is generated by the IVRObject 

VoiceXML Generator. This VXML generation mechanism is application in-

dependent. This mechanism will also allow us to cope with the different 

VXML flavours via the use of plug-ins, which the application developer will 

not need to be aware of, hence simplifying the application development. 

5.2. IVRObject Components and Implementation Details 

The following diagram further details the overview given for the IVRObject approach in 

 Figure 14 by presenting the underlying components needed to achieve the proposed strat-

egy and the key interfaces. 
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Figure 15 IVRObject - Deployment Strategy Details 

 

IVRObject is a reusable piece of code that is application independent and that targets the 

abstraction of the media handling from the IVR applications. The IVRObject is divided 

into two parts: the IVRObject-SIPAS that resides in the SIP application server, and the 

IVRObject-WS that is deployed in the Web server. 

The IVRObject-SIPAS can be seen as a generic library that is available to the 

SIPAS application developer, and the IVRObject-WS can be seen as a Web Archive 

(WAR) that is also generic but gets to be deployed on a Web application server as a 

standalone Web service.  

It is important to note that the SIPAS developer will not have to make direct use 

of IVRObject-WS, as it is deployed in the WS simply to assist and interact with the IV-

RObject-SIPAS. 

The IVRObject-SIPAS is composed of two components: the IVRObject API and 

the IVRObject API Impl. The IVRObject-WS is composed of four components: the IV-
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RObject VoiceXML Generator, the IVRObject Call-back, the IVRObject VoiceXML 

Flavour Plug-in, and the IVRObject Generic Atomic Web Pages Templates.  Table 9 

gives an overview of these components. 

Once IVRObject-SIPAS and the IVRObject-WS components are in place and 

properly configured to interact with each other, the application running in SIPAS can 

make use of the IVRObject via the IVRObject API (detailed in Appendix D), whose us-

age is detailed in the next sections. In  Figure 15, the application is the customer-specific 

code that makes use of the IVRObject API in order to orchestrate the IVR interaction. 

Table 9 IVRObject Components Details. 

Component Details  

IVRObject API Provides the Application with an easy-to-use API for requesting 
IVR functionality (see Appendix D). 

IVRObject API 
Impl 

The implementation of the IVRObject API that is able to handle 
call-backs from the IVRObject-WS and to establish the connec-
tion to the MS on the developer’s behalf. 

IVRObject 
VoiceXML 
Generator 

The orchestrator of the VXML page to be generated for the MS. 
It can request multiple atomic operations to be part of the gener-
ated VXML, it includes the call-back mechanism, and it adapts 
to a specific VXML flavour for compatibility to different media 
servers (more details on this generator in the example to fol-
low). 

IVRObject Call-
back 

Injects hooks into the generated VXML so the MS issues a sub-
sequent HTTP request back to this component, which will pro-
vide a way of notifying the IVRObject API Implementation of 
the atomic operation’s result. 

IVRObject 
VoiceXML Flavour 
Plug-in 
 

Massages the generated VXML to comply to a vendor-specific 
VXML flavour. 

IVRObject Generic 
Atomic Web Page 
Templates 

Provides template VXML tags for the IVR atomic operations: 
play, collect and record. 

5.2.1 Use Case Call Flow 

This section details the SIP signalling required in order to implement the auto-attendant 

use case defined in section  3.2 using the IVRObject. To better explain the inner working 

mechanisms and component interactions around the IVRObject, its signalling was 

divided into 2 parts (A and B).  
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Figure 16 Auto-Attendant Signalling Part-A 
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Signalling Part-A 
 Figure 16 details the signalling for the first part for the IVRObject implementation for the 

auto-attendant use case, where the application (running in SIPAS) requests the playing of 

a welcome prompt (in messages “2.1” and “2.2”) and is notified of its completion (mes-

sage 5.1.1). 

Note that although lots happen behind the scene, the interface that the IVRObject 

API provides to the Application is very simple. From the application perspective, the IV-

RObject API provides a way for requesting some IVR service at a high level and a way 

for letting the application know once this service has terminated. 

Also note that some SIP messages (RING, OK for INVITE, ACK, and BYE) are 

on purpose omitted here for clarity. 

Signalling Part-B 
 Figure 17 is the continuation for the signalling detailed in  Figure 16. In this part, the ap-

plication requests the playing of a prompt and a collection of DTMF digits. Both of these 

atomic operations are bundled in a “group” to minimize traffic, as shown in the following 

figure. 
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Figure 17 Auto-Attendant Signalling Part-B 

 

One important aspect to note is the minimum common denominator (MCD concept, see 

section  2.3) is also being applied here for the Caller; that is, the caller is a simple SIPUA, 

and it is totally unaware of the signalling being used to reach the MS. 

5.2.2 Use Case Call Flow - Step-by-Step Description 

 Table 10 makes references to the steps of the sequence diagrams in section  5.2.1 (for both 

Signalling Part-A and Signalling Part-B), giving further details. The description of the 

IVRObject API methods and classes is available in Appendix D. 
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Table 10 Auto-Attendant Signalling Details. 

Step Comments 

1 Caller dials into SIPAS, the SIP INVITE sent by the caller UA is 
handled by the SIPAS SIP Stack and SipServlet API.  

2 The application is invoked via the doRequest() method (method de-
fined in the SipServlet API – used to notify application of incoming 
SIP requests)   

Note The application now (as per its business logic) decides to play a wel-
come prompt to the caller 

2.1 The application invokes the “createIVRObjectPlayCommand” 
method defined in the IVRObject API in order to define what 
prompt to play (“welcome.wav” in this case). The command refer-
ence is named arbitrarily by the application as: playWelcomeCmd  

2.2 The application invokes the “runIVRObjectCmd” method defined in 
the IVRObject API in order to request the previously created play-
WelcomeCmd to be run. Along with the playWelcomeCmd created 
in the previous step, there are also three parameters passed:  

- appListener (an instance of a listener that implements the 
IVRObjectListener, that will allow the application to be noti-
fied of the results of the requested command at a later point);  

- caller (that contains the caller details, including its SDP me-
dia options to be sent to the MS),  

- media server (the MS address to be used) 
2.2.1 The IVRObject Impl considers all the parameters specified in the 

previous item and constructs a new INVITE request using the SIP 
Servlet API. This request will have the MS address as the reqURI 
target, the request payload will carry the caller SDP, and the request 
will have a “voicexml” parameter that is added to the reqURI with 
the content generically named here as “IVRObjectCmd_URL” (but 
note that in reality it contains something in the format: 
http://someserver.com?play=welcome.wav&callbackRef=<details>). 
Note1: the “callbackRef” is a reference to the IVRObjectImpl and is 
a hook that is passed all the way to the Web server via the media 
server, so the Web server can call the IVRObject Impl back to report 
on the atomic operations. 
Note2: passing a “voicexml” param in the reqURI is a standard way 
for letting a VXML-enabled media server know the Web server 
URL that will generate the VXML script that the media server will 
interpret and run – note that no new functionality is needed on the 
media server side for this. 

3 The SIPAS via its SIP Servlet API and SIP Stack sends the SIP 
INVITE message to the MS. 
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Step Comments 

4 The MS will follow its expected behaviour and will first extract the 
“voicexml” parameter from the reqURI (again, generically called 
here “IVRObjectCmd_URL”), and then issue an HTTP request to 
this URL in order to get a VXML back so it can interpret and run. 

Note The IVRObject VoiceXML Generator will then interpret the content 
of the IVRObjectCmd_URL and invoke the different helper compo-
nents that will build the playVXML (the VoiceXML script) to be 
returned back to the MS. 

4.1 IVRObject VoiceXML Generator will first request the IVRObject 
Atomic Play (part of the IVRObject Generic Atomic Web Page 
Templates) in order to start adding the required VXML tags to form 
the playVXML. 

4.2 IVRObject VoiceXML Generator will then request the IVRObject 
Call-back to include in the playVXML the required VXML tag to 
force the MS to issue a subsequent HTTP request back reporting the 
result of the VXML run (the Call-back instrumentation, i.e.: <sub-
mit> tag, is added to the last portion of the VXML) 

4.3 IVRObject VoiceXML Generator will next request the IVRObject 
VoiceXML Flavour Plug-in to massage the current content of the 
playVXML that is being built in order to comply with the VXML 
flavour/version/extension that is supported by the VXML Browser 
of the current installed media server. 

Note Once the playVXML is passed to the MS. It will interpret and run it. 
At this point via an RTP session the content of the welcome.wav 
prompt is streamed to the caller.  

5 Once the welcome.wav is played, the MS VoiceXML Browser will 
run the last tag in the playVXML script that instructs the MS to is-
sue a new HTTP request (which carries parameters such as specify-
ing that the prompt was played, and the instrumented callbackRef)  

5.1 IVRObject Call-back will then use the callbackRef to reach the IV-
RObject Impl, and report on the completion of the requested com-
mand 

5.1.1 The application listener implementation of the IVRObjectListener 
will have its “playDone()” method called. 

Note At this point, the application knows the welcome.wav has been 
played, and, following its business logic, instructs the media server 
to: play enterExtension.wav and collect DTMF digits from the 
caller. 

Note The playing of the next prompt, and the collection of the DTMF dig-
its could each be done the same way as the welcome.wav prompt 
was played before: meaning by requesting one at a time. But instead 
we will show how the IVRObjectCommands can be grouped in or-
der to minimize traffic. 
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Step Comments 

6 The application invokes the “createIVRObjectPlayCommand” 
method defined in the IVRObject API in order to define what 
prompt to play ("enterExtension.wav" in this case). The command 
reference is named arbitrarily by the application as: playEnter-
ExtCmd. 

7 The application invokes the “createIVRObjectCollectCommand” 
method defined in the IVRObject API in order to request the collec-
tion of DTMF input from the caller. The application also requests 
that the minimum number of digits allowed from the caller be 1 and 
that the maximum allowed be 4). The command reference is named 
arbitrarily by the application as: collectExtCmd. 

8 The application invokes the “createIVRObjectCommandGroup” 
method defined in the IVRObject API in order to create a holder for 
a sequence of commands. Using a group has the advantage to pro-
vide a developer the ability to chain several related atomic opera-
tions into one logical unit, and to minimize the traffic required as all 
the commands will be passed to the media server at once instead of 
one at a time. This created group reference is named arbitrarily by 
the application as: playAndCollectCmdGroup 

9 The playEnterExtCmd command (created in step-6) is added to the 
playAndCollectCmdGroup (created in step-8). This will add the first 
atomic operation to the group. 

10 The collectExtCmd command (created in step-7) is also added to the 
playAndCollectCmdGroup (created in step-8). This will add the 
second and last atomic operation to this command group. 

11 The application invokes the “runIVRObjectCmd” method defined in 
the IVRObject API in order to request the created group of com-
mands playAndCollectCmdGroup to be run. Along with the 
playAndCollectCmdGroup, one additional parameter is passed:  

- appListener (an instance of a listener that implements the 
IVRObjectListener, that will allow the application to be noti-
fied back of the results for the requested command at a later 
point).  

Note The IVRObject Impl considers all the parameters specified in the 
previous item and this time, as it is a subsequent command request, 
instead of constructing a new INVITE, it uses the pending call-back 
synchronous request (issued originally in step-5.1) to return this new 
set of commands back to the Web server. 

5.2 The next set of commands is passed to the IVRObject VoiceXML 
Generator, which will then interpret the content of the IVROb-
jectCmd_URL and invoke the different helper components that will 
build the playAndCollectVXML (the VXML script) to be returned 
back to the media server. 
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Step Comments 

12 IVRObject VoiceXML Generator will first request the IVRObject 
Atomic Play (part of the IVRObject Generic Atomic Web Page 
Templates) in order to start adding the required tags to form the 
playAndCollectVXML. 

13 Next the IVRObject VoiceXML Generator will request the IVROb-
ject Atomic Collect (part of the IVRObject Generic Atomic Web 
Page Templates) in order to add the required tags to form the 
playAndCollectVXML. 

14 IVRObject VoiceXML Generator will then request the IVRObject 
Call-back to include in the playAndCollectVXML the required 
VXML tag to force the MS to issue a subsequent HTTP request back 
reporting the result of the VXML run (the Call-back instrumenta-
tion, i.e.: <submit> tag, is added to the last portion of the VXML) 

15 IVRObject VoiceXML Generator will next request the IVRObject 
VoiceXML Flavour Plug-in to massage the current content of the 
playAndCollectVXML that is being built in order to comply with 
the VXML flavour/version/extension that is supported by the 
VoiceXML Browser in the media server. 

16 Once the playAndCollectVXML is passed to the MS. It will inter-
pret and run it. At this point via the same RTP session established 
before the content of the enterExtension.wav prompt is streamed to 
the caller, and the DTMF digits entered by the caller via the phone 
keypad are captured by the MS. 

17 The MS VoiceXML Browser will run the last tag in the playVXML 
script that instructs the media server to issue a new HTTP request 
(which carries parameters such as specifying that the prompt was 
played, the collected digits and the instrumented callbackRef) 

17.1 IVRObject Call-back will then use the callbackRef to reach the IV-
RObject Impl, and report on the completion of the requested com-
mand. 

17.1.1 The application listener implementation of the IVRObjectListener 
will have its “playDone()” method called. 

17.1.2 The application listener implementation of the IVRObjectListener 
will have its “collected()” method called with the digits entered by 
the caller ("1234" in this example). 

18 As no other command was passed to the Web application, this is the 
end of the IVR interaction, and the MS sends a BYE. 

Note Application logic takes on from here, and proceeds with connecting 
the caller to the extension collected. As this process does not involve 
any IVR it will not be further detailed here. 
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5.3. Observations 

As shown in the example call flow (section  5.2.1) and its detailed signalling description 

(section  5.2.2): 

• The application using the IVRObject will only need to be coded in the SIPAS 

component. 

• There is then an API that allows the application to be developed in the SIPAS 

to interact with the IVRObject framework to provide the IVR functionality. 

This API is called the "IVR Object API" (see Appendix D for API details), 

and its implementation (the "IVRObject API Impl") is responsible for the in-

teraction with the "IVRObject-WS" that resides in the WS. 

• The application only needs to interact with the IVRObject API in order to re-

quest the atomic IVR operations (play, collect, record). Everything else is 

transparent to the application and the developer does not need to worry about 

including/coding: a) the communication between the IVRObject-WS and the 

IVRObejct-SIPAS components, b) the generation of the VXML handled via 

the usage of the IVRObject Generic Atomic Web Page Templates, and c) the 

built-in call-back mechanism. 

• The overall concept for the IVRObject is based on our observation that any 

IVR application can be broken down into three atomic operations 

(play/collect/record). What makes an IVR application specific/unique is how 

these operations are combined. Hence, the framework needs to provide a way 

to support these atomic operations. The control of what atomic operations 

should be invoked is all done in the SIPAS component by the application that 

is in control of the business logic. 

• The WS that hosts the files that generate the VXML is generic, e.g., the IV-

RObject-WS component is application independent and no application devel-

oper needs to see these files or make changes to them, or even know they ex-

ist. This is all part of the IVRObject framework available to the developer and 

accessible to the SIPAS via the IVRObject API. 

• The IVRObject-WS makes use of specific pluggable VXML implementations 

for each VXML flavour that needs to be supported. The IVRObject 
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VoiceXML Flavour Plug-in abstracts the nuances that exist among the differ-

ent versions and flavours of VXML during the generation of the atomic opera-

tions that will be part of a generated VXML document.  

• Also note that although we are having different plug-ins attached to the frame-

work, the application that is developed in the SIPAS remains the same (no line 

of code needs to be changed on the application side if we are changing the MS 

vendor) – as long as the MS is VXML and SIP-enabled. 

5.4. IVRObject Automated Test Strategy 

The testing of IVR applications is one of the concerns discussed in the criteria of  Chapter 

3.  Figure 18 provides an overview of how the “IVRObject API Impl” can be replaced 

with an “IVRObject API Test Impl”. This is done at deployment time, via configuration 

of the IVRObject, to abstract the Web server as a whole and to have its call-back man-

aged by the test driver in order to simulate different user inputs, and how the different 

SIP end points around SIPAS (including the user agents and the media server) could be 

replaced with mock ones.  

 Figure 18 highlights, in yellow, the components that are part of the IVRObject 

framework from a testing perspective. Note the IVRObject API Test Impl is deployed in 

the SIPAS and receives call-backs from the IVRObject Test Call-back Driver. The latter 

is also part of the IVRObject framework and its purpose is to insulate the test driver from 

knowing how to communicate with the IVRObject running in the SIPAS component. 

This strategy allows the application (running in SIPAS) to be tested programmati-

cally (i.e., using automated testing APIs such as SipUnit  [16]) for different functional 

scenarios, without any need to be changed because the IVRObject API itself remains un-

changed.  
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Figure 18 IVRObject Test Strategy 

 

Figure 20 illustrates the usage of the IVRObject test strategy to implement the success 

path – the same scenario illustrated in section  5.2.1, but now simulating the end points. 
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Figure 19 IVRObject Test Strategy for Success Path 

 

Note in  Figure 19 that message 5 corresponds to messages 2.2.1 and 3 in  Figure 16. As 

commented earlier, the INVITE out to the MS carries a callbackRef. The only difference 

when running the test is that this callbackRef now refers to the IVRObject API Test Impl 

instead of the regular IVRObject API Impl, but this is transparent to the IVR application 

deployed in SIPAS. 
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Note also, in  Figure 19, that the IVRObject Test Call-back Driver provides an 

API (detailed in Appendix E) to the test developer to report on the IVR events. For in-

stance, message 13 instructs this driver to report the simulation that the prompt was 

played, and message 14 to report that the prompt was played and that DTMF digits were 

collected. All that the test developer needs to do is get hold of the callbackRef (as illus-

trated in message 6) via SipUnit and use that callbackRef when invoking the IVRObject 

Test Call-back Driver.  

The next diagram ( Figure 20) illustrates an alternative test scenario that simulates 

the situation where the MS is busy. A simple test to perform from a simulation perspec-

tive, but an extremely difficult scenario to test using a real MS, as it is not easy to over-

load a MS in order to have all its ports occupied so it replies with a busy signal: 

 

 

Figure 20 IVRObject Test Strategy For MS Busy Path 
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5.5. Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented the main contribution of this thesis, IVRObject, as a mechanism 

for providing media control to SIP-based IVR applications.  

This chapter started by providing a strategy for taking the best ideas from the cur-

rent state-of-the-art approaches, and then provided specific details on how to achieve this 

integration goal. The chapter ends by proposing a test strategy part of the overall IVROb-

ject approach in order to facilitate automated testing via call simulation without modify-

ing the application. 

The next chapter will analyze the run time data collected during the prototype de-

veloped for the IVRObject for the auto-attendant use case defined in section  3.2. 
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Chapter 6. IVRObject Prototype and Evaluation 

We have already made use of the auto-attendant use case defined in section  3.2 for proto-

typing and collecting runtime data for both of the state-of-the-art approaches: the M*ML 

one (in section  4.1) and the VXML one (in section  4.2). These experiments made it pos-

sible for us to gain experience on each of the implementations and to understand their 

challenges and draw conclusions about them. 

Once again we make use of the same auto-attendant use case, but now to have it 

prototyped using the IVRObject framework defined in  Chapter 5. This prototype imple-

ments the signalling detailed in  Figure 16 and  Figure 17, given the deployment strategy 

defined in  Figure 14.  

We will collect the runtime data during the execution of the IVRObject prototype. 

This data, in conjunction with the analysis of the signalling output (Appendix C) and the 

lessons learned during the implementation, will enable the evaluation of the IVRObject 

as an alternative for orchestrating media capabilities of IVR applications that run in a SIP 

application server and have the media streamed to an end-user via a SIP-enabled media 

server. Using the same criteria and case study as for the other prototypes will also provide 

a common basis for comparison. 

The sample code with a Java implementation for the auto-attendant can be found 

in Appendix F. 

6.1. Runtime Data 

The runtime data collected for the IVRObject-based prototype is sumarized next. For the 

full SIP signalling trace captured during this test, please refer to Appendix C. 

SIP, HTTP and RMI Network Traffic Analysis  
We collected the signalling messages that were detailed in  Figure 16 and  Figure 17, fo-

cusing both on the SIP and HTTP messages around the MS, and on the RMI messages 
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around the call-back mechanism between the WS and the SIPAS.  Figure 21 highlights 

(with an ellipse) the area for which data is captured.  

For the RMI messages specifically, we are looking at steps 5.1 in  Figure 16 and 

17.1 in  Figure 17, which show the RMI traffic generated to report the collected DTMF 

digits by the MS back to SIPAS. The RMI call-back is issued by the WS via an HTTP 

Servlet. 
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Figure 21 Capturing the Signalling for IVRObject 

 

 Figure 22 shows the network traffic data that was captured for the SIP, HTTP and RMI 

protocols while running the prototype for the IVRObject approach.  
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Legend: 

- X-axis: time, in seconds 

- Y-axis: traffic, in bytes 

- Blue bar:  

SIP signalling  

- Red bar:  

HTTP signalling 

- Green bar:  

RMI signalling 

Figure 22 SIP, HTTP and RMI Network Traffic 

 

We can see from  Figure 22 that SIP and HTTP signalling required by the IVRObject im-

plementation have the same magnitude. SIP had 7 messages while HTTP had 10, and SIP 

had an average of 722.8 bytes/message while HTTP had 844.5. This gives us an indica-

tion that the use of a VXML-enabled MS by the IVRObject is within the same magnitude 

as the ones observed for the approach that uses VXML (see  Table 7).  

In order to facilitate the correlation of the messages exchanged between the 

SIPAS and the MS for SIP messages, between the MS and WS for HTTP messages, and 

between WS and SIPAS for RMI messages detailed in  Figure 16 and  Figure 17, and the 

network analysis diagram in  Figure 22, the following table is provided. 
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Table 11 SIP and HTTP Traffic for VoiceXML IVRObject using RMI Call-back 

Point in Time Details  

b1 This is the SIP call set up from SIPAS to the MS. This corresponds to 
step 3 in  Figure 16. 

b2 Termination of MS. This corresponds to step 18 in  Figure 17  
r1 MS loading of the VXML from the WS that will greet the caller with 

the welcome.wav. This corresponds to steps 4 through 4.3 in  Figure 
16. 

r2 MS invokes the WS Servlet to issue the call-back to SIPAS reporting 
the welcome.wav was played, and requesting the next set of instruc-
tions. This corresponds to the steps 5.1 in  Figure 16, and its synchro-
nous return step (dotted line after step 11) in  Figure 17 that instructs 
the IVRObject to play the enterExtension.wav file and collect DTMF 
digits from the caller. 

r3 MS invokes the WS Servlet to issue the call-back to SIPAS reporting 
on the data collected from the caller. This corresponds to the step 17 
in  Figure 17. 

g1 WS call-back to SIPAS via RMI to report the welcome.wav was 
played and request the new set of commands. This corresponds to step 
5.1 in  Figure 16 and its synchronous return step (dotted line after step 
11) in  Figure 17, which instruct the IVRObject to play the enterExten-
sion.wav file and collect DTMF digits from the caller. 

g2 WS call-back to SIPAS via RMI to report that the enterExtension.wav 
was played and the DTMF digits were collected. This corresponds to 
step 17.1 in  Figure 17. 

 

 

HTTP, SIP and RMI Network Traffic Analysis Summary  
 Table 12 summarizes and compares the bandwidth usage for SIP, HTTP and RMI mes-

sages while running the IVRObject prototype. We can see that all protocols are in the 

same order of magnitude. 

Table 12 SIP, HTTP and RMI Bandwidth Usage 

 Total Bytes Number of Messages Avg Bytes/Message 

SIP (i) 5,060 (26.7%) 7 (36.8%) 722.8 
HTTP (ii) 8,445 (44.5%) 10 (52.6%) 844.5 
RMI (iii) 5,478 (28.8%) 2 (10.5%) 2,739.0 
Total 18,983 19 999.1 
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(i) Between SIPAS and MS 

(ii) Between MS and WS 

(iii) Between the WS and SIPAS 

6.2. Evaluation 

 Table 13 summarizes the evaluation of our IVRObject approach for the 3 criteria defined 

in section  3.1: 

Table 13 Evaluation Summary for IVRObject 

Criteria Score 

Criterion-1) Ease of Development  2.8 (avg) 
Criterion-2) Portability 3 
Criterion-3) Signalling Load 9.8% 

 

 Figure 23 shows, once again, the deployment view that was introduced in  Figure 14 , but 

now highlighting the positive, neutral and negative aspects around the different elements. 

The checkmark ( ) indicates a high score, the crossed-circle ( ) suggests a neutral 

score, and the  means a low score for a given aspect being analysed.  The numbering 

indexes will be referenced along the remaining part of this section where a detailed 

evaluation is provided. 
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Figure 23 IVRObject - Deployment View – Evaluation Summary 

 

Next, each of the criteria is analyzed in detail and given a proper score: 

Criterion-1) Ease of Development    

Simplicity of IVR Command Request Generation and Response Parsing   
Evaluation mark: 3 points (High). 

IVRObject does not rely on the M*ML usage, and no parsing/generation is 

needed from an application developer. Also, although IVRObject relies on VXML, it will 

use it generatively only, and the developer of the application will not even need to know 

that VXML is being used, i.e., all the complexity is hidden behind the IVRObject API. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 23 under index number ; this is 

highlighting that the application has the coding facilitated by the presence of the IVROb-

ject API. 
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Signalling Simplicity  
Evaluation mark: 2 points (Normal). 

IVRObject does not rely on SIP INFO messages for providing IVR capabilities, 

as the VXML code is generated in the WS and run by the MS. IVRObject also provides a 

mechanism for grouping the related IVR atomic operations to minimize the signalling 

traffic, as illustrated in section  5.2.1. On the other hand, the IVRObject has to rely on 

partial updates (call-backs) to the SIPAS in order to report the last results of the IVR and 

request subsequent commands, which adds some overhead to the signalling. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 23 under index number . This index 

is shown twice to highlight where the SIP and the call-back signalling take place. 

Ease of SIP Unit Testing  
Evaluation mark: 3 points (High). 

Section  5.4 provides an overview of how the "IVRObject API Impl" could be 

replaced with a "IVRObject API Test Impl" to abstract the WS and have its call-back 

managed by the test driver in order to simulate different user inputs, and how the 

different SIP endpoints around SIPAS could be replaced with mock ones. This strategy 

allows the application to be tested programmatically (automated testing) for different 

functional scenarios, with no need for the application to be changed because the 

IVRObject API remains unchanged. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 23 under index number  . 

Central Development  
Evaluation mark: 3 points (High). 

Similar to the the M*ML approach of section  4.1, the IVRObject approach also 

has a central development as the application resides in SIPAS only. This requires fewer 

integration points for the overall application, and as a consequence less expertise is 

needed from the developers. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 23 under index number . 

Call-back Mechanism  
Evaluation mark: 3 points (High). 
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IVRObject provides a built-in call-back mechanism that is transparent to the 

developer. It also decouples the application from the call-back mechanism used, which 

enables the use of a different mechanism (e.g., instead of RMI in the future) without 

affecting the application. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 23 under index number . Note that 

this index also appears twice, once in the IVRObject-WS to generate the call-back, and 

once in the IVRObject-SIPAS to receive the call-back and trigger the appropriate busi-

ness logic. 

 

Criterion-2) Portability 

Evaluation mark: 3 points (High). 

IVRObject relies on VXML under the hood, and there are more MS that support 

VoiceXML than M*ML. In addition, as IVRObject provides a mechanism for transpar-

ently dealing with the different VXML flavours, via plug-ins, it also provides an easier 

way to port the application across different VoiceXML MS vendors. 

This approach also has the advantage of not relying on graphical user interfaces 

that generate VXML code. These tools often generate proprietary VXML flavours that 

make the resulting code not easily portable. 

This evaluation can be visualised in  Figure 23 under index number . 

 

Criterion-3) Signalling Load 

Evaluation mark: 9.8%. 

From  Table 12, we can see that the total number of bytes needed to fulfil the use 

case using IVRObject was 18,983 bytes, this value represents the IVRSignallingLoad.. 

Applying the formula detailed in section  3.1, this alternative gives us: SignallingLoad =  

100% * (18,983 bytes / (174,560 bytes + 18,983 bytes)) = 9.8%. 

6.3. Chapter Summary 

In this chapter we analysed the IVRObject approach via a prototype that implements the 

concepts defined in  Chapter 5. This prototype implements the auto-attendant use case and 
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follows the deployment strategy summarized in  Figure 14 and the signalling details de-

fined in  Figure 16 and  Figure 17.  

The combination of the raw data analysis captured while running the IVRObject 

prototype, the IVRObject concepts defined in  Chapter 5, and the resulting signalling ob-

served (Appendix C) have given us sufficient information to assess the IVRObject ap-

proach against the evaluation criteria defined in section  3.1, whose results were given in 

section  6.2. 

IVRObject has proven to be a viable option, and has scored quite well in two of 

the criteria evaluated, namely ease of development and portability. 

The next chapter will summarize and put into perspective all of the 3 approaches 

analysed so far (the M*ML approach evaluated in section  4.1.4, the VXML approach 

evaluated in section  4.2.4, and the IVRObject evaluated in section  6.2), giving a better 

understanding on how each alternative compares with the others. 
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Chapter 7. Comparison and Analysis of 
Alternatives 

Based on the evaluation results for the two state-of-the-art approaches (M*ML evaluated 

in section  4.1.4, and VXML in section  4.2.4), and based on the evaluation of the pro-

posed IVRObject alternative (section  6.2), this chapter gives a comparative view of all 

prototypes, providing a summary and drawing several conclusions. 

7.1. Comparison Summary 

The following table gives a summary of all the results analyzed for each alternative for 

the 3 different criteria and sub-criteria: 

Table 14 Criteria and Sub-criteria Comparison Summary 

Criteria Sub-Criteria M*ML VoiceXML IVRObject  

Criterion-1) 
Ease of De-
velopment  

Simplicity of IVR 
Command Request 
Generation and Re-
sponse Parsing   

1 point 
(Low) 

2 points  
(Neutral) 

3 points 
(High) 

 Signalling Simplicity  1 point 
(Low) 

3 points 
(High) 

2 points  
(Neutral) 

 Ease of SIP Unit Test-
ing  

1 point 
(Low) 

2 points  
(Neutral) 

3 points 
(High) 

 Central Development  3 points 
(High) 

1 point  
(Low) 

3 points 
(High) 

 Call-back Mechanism  3 points 
(High) 

1 point  
(Low) 

3 points 
(High) 

Criterion-2) 
Portability 

 1 point 
(Low) 

2 points  
(Neutral) 

3 points 
(High) 

Criterion-3) 
Signalling 
Load 

 6.3%  
(Neutral) 

7.2%  
(Neutral) 

9.8%  
(Neutral) 

 

 Table 15 highlights the average score for each of the alternatives based only on the 3 

main criteria: 
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Table 15 Comparison Summary 

Criteria M*ML VoiceXML IVRObject 

Criterion-1) Ease of Development  1.8 points 1.8 points 2.8 points 
Criterion-2) Portability 1 point 2 points 3 points 
Criterion-3) Signalling Load  6.3% 7.2% 9.8% 

 

Flexibility, development speed and portability are often conflicting with runtime speed 

and scalability in generic terms. In  Table 15, we can clearly see this into play for all three 

alternatives, where the M*ML alternative had the lowest scores for criteria 1 and 2 (both 

of them in the “flexibility and portability” side) but had the best evaluation for criterion 3. 

A result in line with this common trade-off can be observed for the IVRObject alterna-

tive, but now on the other side of the spectrum, where it presented the highest scores for 

criteria 1 and 2 but the weakest evaluation for criterion 3. For the VoiceXML approach, 

the results are still in line with this trade-off as they present roughly a half way mark of 

the results for other two approaches. 

This trade-off is the object of the analysis of the next section.     

7.2. Network Traffic Analysis Summary 

This section takes a closer look behind the Signalling Load numbers, as this represented 

the lowest score for the IVRObject evaluation, in order to try to indentify weather there is 

any specific problem. 

All the data summarized in the following figures were captured during the evalua-

tion of each of the approaches being compared in this work. More specifically, they were 

taken from  Table 4 (for the M*ML approach),  Table 7 (for the VXML approach), and 

 Table 12 (for the IVRObject approach). 

 Figure 24 shows the number of messages that were needed across the network in 

order to support the IVR application for the different alternatives. Note that from the per-

spective of the total number of messages, there is no significant difference among the dif-

ferent implementations: 
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Figure 24 Number of Messages Comparison 

 

 Figure 25 breaks down the total number of messages by protocol to illustrate the different 

message types needed for each approach. Note that M*ML does not use RMI (it uses 

mostly SIP), that IVRObject uses twice as many RMI messages as VXML does, and that 

M*ML uses half the number of HTTP messages needed by VXML. 
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Figure 25 Number of Messages Breakdown Comparison 
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 Figure 26 compares the different alternatives from the number of bytes needed to imple-

ment our sample IVR application from a signalling perspective (not taking into consid-

eration the RTP load), that is, how many bytes were needed by the messages shown in 

 Figure 24. Note that IVRObject requires 60% more network signalling traffic than 

M*ML, and 39% more than VXML to achieve the same auto-attendant IVR functional-

ity: 
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Figure 26 Number of Bytes Comparison 

 

 Figure 27 compares the different alternatives from the number of bytes needed to 

implement our sample IVR application from the signalling perspective, but in comparison 

to the average RTP load for a call of 25 seconds. Note that the signalling represents a 

small fraction for all the 3 approaches. 
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Network Traffic in Perspective to RTP Load
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Figure 27 RTP Load Perspective 

 

 

 Figure 28 breaks down the total number of bytes needed by each IVR per protocol. We 

can observe that M*ML barely uses HTTP (it uses mostly SIP), and that IVRObject uses 

twice as many HTTP messages as VXML does. For RMI the same load is basically ob-

served for both VXML and IVRObject – as a second RMI call (subsequent call) is much 

lighter than the first one. M*ML uses SIP more than the others. 
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Figure 28 Number of Bytes Breakdown Comparison 

 

We can conclude from the diagrams above that: 

• Despite of using different protocols at times, and sometimes using one more 

than the others, the quantity of messages required by different approaches are 

roughly the same. 

• When put into perspective against the RTP load, the signalling load is negligi-

ble, and no option has a clear advantage over the others, where one could be 

chosen instead of the others because of lighter or heavier signalling load, this 

criterion is then scored as ‘neutral’ for all of the three approaches.   

 

We would also like to emphasize the CommandGroup in IVRObject as a mecha-

nism to minimize the number of messages. So, wIt demonstrates how expensive 

the call-back mechanism between the WS and the SIPAS is. Whenever possible, 

the IVRObject should be used more efficiently by making use of the Command-

Group feature of the IVRObject (detailed in section  5.2.1, and defined in Appen-

dix D) to bundle sequential IVR commands that do not require business logic in 

between them, in order to minimize the number of call-backs. 
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Although we have not noticed any latency in the playing of the prompts in any of 

the approaches, we have not formally done network latency measurements during 

this study. However, we believe that IVRObject should rate somewhere between 

the VXML alternative, which requires VXML reload once it needs business logic 

(fewer needed), and the M*ML alternative where there is heavy signalling due to 

its support of a single atomic operation at a time. Therefore, the IVRObject, espe-

cially when making usage of the CommandGroup, should require fewer callbacks 

to the SIPAS than M*ML. 

7.3. Chapter Summary 

This chapter gave us a comparison summary of the three approaches studied, discussed 

the trade-off that exists between how easy it is to develop and port an IVR application 

and its signalling load, and took a closer look at the signalling load as the IVRObject 

scored low on it, although it had the best score for the other two criteria, and we con-

cluded that the signalling load cannot be considered as a differentiator for the approaches 

as it is negligible once considered against the RTP load. 

The next chapter wraps up this study by drawing general conclusions, recalling 

the thesis contributions, and suggesting future work items that can be done in order to 

improve upon the ideas and concepts introduced here. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusions 

Based on development, prototyping, and evaluation of the three alternative approaches to 

IVR development studied in this thesis (M*ML, VoiceXML and IVRObject), this section 

draws general conclusions and identifies future work items. 

8.1. Conclusions 

Some of the key conclusions around the proposed IVRObject approach that can be drawn 

from this study are: 

• IVRObject has the potential for providing the quickest application develop-

ment due to: a) its strength in not requiring generation/parsing of IVR com-

mands; b) relatively simple signalling involved; c) its central development na-

ture; and d) an existing built-in call-back mechanism that developers can sim-

ply use and leverage. 

• IVRObject has the potential to be as scalable as the other approaches, as the 

signalling load for all of them is small compared to the RTP load. 

8.2. Contributions 

This thesis contributed the IVRObject approach, which builds on the best practices of two 

popular approaches (M*ML-based and VXML-based) by providing the IVR application 

running in a SIP application server a simple API to use. This promotes applications that 

are portable to different media servers, with light SIP signalling, that are easy to test, and 

that require development in a central component only. This makes the IVRObject ap-

proach a true alternative for IVR development and especially for enterprise-based appli-

cations where the call volume ranges from low to moderate. 
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In addition to the IVRObject framework and API, this thesis also contributed pro-

totypes based on an auto-attendant application for the three approaches studied, together 

with a comparative assessment. 

8.3. Future Work 

The following are relevant future work items related to the IVRObject approach: 

• Study the performance impact of IVRObject by having all the three ap-

proaches stress-tested to determine the exact limitations of each. 

• Further enhance the IVRObject API to also include common alternative sce-

narios. For example, when requesting a CommandGroup with a play and col-

lect, also include alternative prompts if the user does not answer a valid input 

or if she did not enter any input at all, as at times these messages are slightly 

different from the first message played. This would produce a richer VXML 

and further reduce the number of callbacks to SIPAS. 

• Extend the IVRObject API in order to also support Text-to-Speech. 

• Explore the extension of IVRObject to also support Interactive Video and 

Voice Response (IVVR) by having the Web server generate the proper Syn-

chronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL  [5]) to define the IVVR 

commands. 

• Explore the usage of JSR-309, the Media Server Control API  [3], as a possible 

implementation of the IVRObject API. 

• Explore the converged container aspect of the JSR-289  [8] that specifies a 

combined HTTP and SIP container, and evaluate whether IVRObject can 

benefit from this and possibly optimize the call-back mechanism (by substitut-

ing the RMI to HTTP).   

• This work has focused on a SIP-centric call control. We could also explore al-

ternatives such as CCXML  [1] [2] to invoke IVRObject, and take advantage of 

the built in mechanism CCXML has for VXML call-backs. 
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Appendix A: M*ML - SIP Trace  

The following SIP call trace was captured during the evaluation of the M*ML approach 

to support the IVR capabilities, as detailed in section  4.1. During this test, a MSML-

capable media server was used. Given its size, this trace is only available online, at: 

http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~damyot/students/simoes/AppendixA.txt.  
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Appendix B: VXML with RMI Call-back - SIP Trace 

The following SIP call trace was captured during the evaluation of the VoiceXML ap-

proach to support the IVR capabilities, as detailed in section  4.2. Given its size, this trace 

is only available online, at: 

http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~damyot/students/simoes/AppendixB.txt. 
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Appendix C: IVR Object - SIP Trace 

The following SIP call trace was captured during the evaluation of the IVRObject ap-

proach to support the IVR capabilities, as detailed in  Chapter 5. Given its size, this trace 

is only available online, at: 

http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~damyot/students/simoes/AppendixC.txt. 
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Appendix D: IVRObject Class Diagram and API  

This appendix details the IVRObject class diagram and its API. 

 

The IVRObject class diagram shown in  Figure 29 gives an overview of the classes that 

make part of the IVRObject. The developer starts by getting hold of the IVRObjectFac-

tory via the static method getIvrObjectFactory(). Getting hold of the IVRObject instance 

(singleton implementation) allows the developer to start creating the different IVR com-

mands: play (via createIVRObjectPlayCommand()), collect (via createIVRObjectCol-

lectCommand()), and record (via createIVRObjectRecordCommand()).  

All three IVR commands (IVRObjectPlayCommand, IVRObjectCollectCom-

mand, and IVRObjectRecordCommand) extent the IVRObjectCommand, which is capa-

ble of running a command. 

IVRObjectFactory also provides a way for creating a command group (via cre-

ateIVRObjectCommandGroup()). The IVRObjectCommandGroup allows the developer 

to add IVRObjectCommand commands of any type that are to be run in sequence. 

When a command or command group is run (via the runIVRObjectCmd()), an in-

stance that implements the IVRObjectListener needs to be provided by the custom IVR 

application to be called back on IVR events (prompt played, error playing prompt, and 

others).   
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Figure 29 IVRObject Class Diagram 
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 Figure 30 presents the IVRObjectFactory class API. 
 
 

 
Figure 30 IVRObject API – The IVRObjectFactory Class 
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 Figure 31 presents the IVRObjectCommand class API. 
 
 

 
Figure 31 IVRObject API – The IVRObjectCommand Class 
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 Figure 32 presents the IVRObjectCommandGroup class API. 
 

 
Figure 32 IVRObject API – The IVRObjectCommandGroup Class 
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 Figure 33 presents the IVRObjectPlayCommand class API. 
 
 

 
Figure 33 IVRObject API – The IVRObjectPlayCommand Class 
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 Figure 34 presents the IVRObjectCollectCommand class API. 
 
 

 
Figure 34 IVRObject API – The IVRObjectCollectCommand Class 
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 Figure 35 presents the IVRObjectRecordCommand class API. 
 

 
Figure 35 IVRObject API – The IVRObjectRecordCommand Class 
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 Figure 36 presents the IVRObjectListener class API. 
 

 
Figure 36 IVRObject API – The IVRObjectListener Class 
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 Figure 37 presents the MediaOptions class API. 
 

 
Figure 37 IVRObject API – The MediaOptions Class 
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Appendix E: IVRObject Test Call-back Driver API  

This appendix details the classes and illustrates the API usage for the “IVRObject Test 

Call-back Driver” that is part of the IVRObject framework for assisting the automated 

tests used to simulate IVR events.  

The class diagram shown in  Figure 38 gives an overview of the classes that make 

part of the IVRObject Test Call-back Driver. The test developer starts by getting hold of 

the IVRObjectTestCallbackFactory via the static method getIvrObjectTestCallbackFac-

tory(). Getting hold of the IVRObjectTestCallbackFactory instance (singleton implemen-

tation) allows the test developer to start creating the simulation of the different IVR 

command responses to be sent to the IVRObject API Test Impl (refer to  Figure 18 for the 

big picture) such as: play result (via createIVRObjectPlayCommandResult()), collect re-

sult (via createIVRObjectCollectCommandResult()), and record result (via createIVROb-

jectRecordCommandResult()).  

All the three IVR command result simulation (IVRObjectPlayCommandResult, 

IVRObjectCollectCommandResult, and IVRObjectRecordCommandResult) extend the 

IVRObjectCommandResult which is capable of sending a call-back carrying the simula-

tion of an IVR command result. 

IVRObjectTestCallbackFactory also provides a way for creating a command 

group result (via createIVRObjectCommandGroupResult()). The IVRObjectCommand-

GroupResult allows the developer to add IVRObjectCommandResult of any type, that are 

to be sent back to the IVRObject API Test Impl via sendIVRObjectCmdResult().   
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Figure 38 IVRObject Test Call-back Driver Class Diagram 

 Figure 39 shows a sequence diagram that details the use of the IVRObject Test Call-back 

Driver. These messages can be seen as a detailed version of messages 13 and 13.1 previ-

ously shown in  Figure 19. 

 

 
 

Figure 39 IVRObject Test Call-back Driver Sample Usage 
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Appendix F: IVRObject Auto-Attendant Sample 
Java Code  

This section illustrates the auto-attendant implementation using the IVRObject API.  

Note that although IVRObject is language independent where its concept can 

have the API developed in a multitude of languages, for illustration purposes, Java was 

chosen here. 

In the code, steps refer to signalling messages that were detailed in  Figure 16 and 

 Figure 17, so one can correlate the code steps with these diagrams.  

 
 

package ivrobject.autoattendant; 
 
import ivrobject.IVRObjectCollectCommand; 
import ivrobject.IVRObjectCommandGroup; 
import ivrobject.IVRObjectFactory; 
import ivrobject.IVRObjectListener; 
import ivrobject.IVRObjectPlayCommand; 
import ivrobject.MediaOptions; 
 
public class AutoAttendant implements IVRObjectListener { 
 
 private static final int WELCOME_PROMPT_REQ = 0; 
 private static final int PROMPT_AND_COLLECT_REQ = 1; 
 

//this is the initial auto-attendant invocation 
 //this is invoked from a SipServlet code  
 public void runAutoAttendant(MediaOptions sipUa, String ms) 
 {   
  IVRObjectFactory ivrObjectFactory =  

IVRObjectFactory.getIvrObjectFactory(); 
  
  //Step-2.1  
  IVRObjectPlayCommand playWelcomeCmd =  
   ivrObjectFactory.createIVRObjectPlayCommand 

("welcome.wav"); 
   

//Step-2.2 
  playWelcomeCmd.runIVRObjectCmd(this, sipUa, ms,  

WELCOME_PROMPT_REQ); 
 } 
 
 /**  
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  * Implementation of IVRObjectListener 
  * @see ivrobject.ivrobjectlistener#playDone() 
  * Reports that a play request (issued via the  

 * IVRObjectPlayCommand)  
  * was successful. 
  * @param reqId the id that identifies this request 
  */ 
 public void playDone(int reqId) { 
  
  switch (reqId) { 
   
   case WELCOME_PROMPT_REQ: 
   { 
    // Welcome prompt was played,  

//now request the play and collection  
//of extension 

     
    IVRObjectFactory ivrObjectFactory =  

IVRObjectFactory.getIvrObjectFactory(); 
     
    //Step-6 
    IVRObjectPlayCommand playEnterExtCmd =  
     ivrObjectFactory. 

createIVRObjectPlayCommand 
("enterExtension.wav"); 

 
    //Step-7     
    IVRObjectCollectCommand collectExtCmd =  
     ivrObjectFactory. 

createIVRObjectCollectCommand(1, 4); 
     
    //Step-8 
    IVRObjectCommandGroup playAndCollectCmdGroup =  
     ivrObjectFactory. 

createIVRObjectCommandGroup(); 
     
    //Step-9 
    playAndCollectCmdGroup. 

addCommand(playEnterExtCmd); 
     
    //Step-10 

playAndCollectCmdGroup. 
addCommand(collectExtCmd); 

     
    //Step-11 
    playAndCollectCmdGroup.runIVRObjectCmd(this,  

PROMPT_AND_COLLECT_REQ); 
  
   } 
    
   case PROMPT_AND_COLLECT_REQ: 
   { 
    //Step-17.1.1 
    System.out.println("enterExtension.wav was  

played, nothing to do here"); 
   } 
  } 
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 } 
 
 /**  
  * Implementation of IVRObjectListener 
  * @see ivrobject.ivrobjectlistener#playError() 
  * Reports that a play request (issued via the  

 * IVRObjectPlayCommand)  
  * was not successful. 
  * @param reqId the id that identifies this request 
  */ 
 public void playError(int reqId) { 
   
  //one might decide to tear down the call 
  //this requires invoking SipServlet API commands 
  //this part is common to any of the approaches 
  //code not relevant from a comparison perspective 
 } 
 
 /**  
  * Implementation of IVRObjectListener 
  * @see ivrobject.ivrobjectlistener#collected(java.lang.string) 
  * Reports that a DTMF digit collection request (issued via the  
  * IVRObjectCollectCommand) was successful. 
  * @param digits 
  * @param reqId the id that identifies this request 
  */ 
 public void collected(String digits, int reqId) { 
   
  //Step-17.1.2 
   
  System.out.println("Caller entered extension: " + digits); 
   
  //this requires invoking SipServlet API commands 
  //this part is common to any of the approaches 
  //code not relevant from a comparison perspective 
 } 
 
 /**  
  * Implementation of IVRObjectListener 
  * @see ivrobject.ivrobjectlistener#collectionError() 
  * Reports that a DTMF digit collection request (issued via the  
  * IVRObjectCollectCommand) was not successful. 
  * @param reqId the id that identifies this request 
  */ 
 public void collectionError(int reqId) { 
   
  //one might decide to tear down the call 
  //this requires invoking SipServlet API commands 
  //this part is common to any of the approaches 
  //code not relevant from a comparison perspective 
 } 
  
 /**  
  * Implementation of IVRObjectListener 
  * @see ivrobject.ivrobjectlistener#recorded() 
  * Reports that a recording request (issued via the  
  * IVRObjectRecordCommand) was successful. 
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  * @param reqId the id that identifies this request 
  */ 
 public void recorded(int reqId) { 
   
  //not called, there is no recording in the auto-attendant  

//use case 
 } 
 
 /**  
  * Implementation of IVRObjectListener 
  * @see ivrobject.ivrobjectlistener#recordingError() 
  * Reports that a recording request (issued via the  
  * IVRObjectRecordCommand) was not successful. 
  * @param reqId the id that identifies this request 
  */ 
 public void recordingError(int reqId) { 
   
  //not called, there is no recording in the auto-attendant 
use case 
 } 
} 
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